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A. Fresno Freshman.
Strickland W. Oillilan.
If that Hogarth person who had at 
least a namesake's interest in a certain 
something known as “ the line of beau. 
tyw could have Jived to see Ezra Todd, 
•—better known through his college 
Mreer as “ the Fresno freshman,"—he 
would base wept and broken his maul­
stick. Kara was indescribably uncouth. 
Within an hour of his enrollment on 
the lists of a certain Los Angeles col 
lege be had acquired a reputation 
whoae loss would have beeu conducive 
to the young man's peace of mind, for 
be waa as sensitive as be was awk- 
wardf, and he had another characteristic 
which it is the purpose of this story 
eventually to disclose.
■ When he first reported his presence 
ih tbe Latin class, there was a very un­
successful—-not to say half-hearted— 
attempt on the part of the other stud- 
■ eute, to suppress a spontaneous titter. 
ThftUdpon the Fresno freshman burned 
Uks a torch and stepped on one of his 
Act with the other. An hour later, a 
caricature—or portr ait, for they were 
sue and the same in Ezra's case,— 
domed the bulletin board, and all about 
It Stood a crowd that laughed heartily 
ood heartlessly.
That digi t with tears of mortifies- 
tioo tunning down hia face, the posses 
Of o f this matchless stock of ungainli- 
M«e,wrote the following letter to his
Honiwo FnbUc
Library Houlton, Maine, January 19, 1906. N o . 4 .
MDlur M o m I ’d like te tell yon 
t«orfthittg*s pleasant her*, but I guess
i r t  hitter for me to tell the truth__I’ll
M  W  if  I do. The cruel, hard life 
ws*vrtlvad all these years, skimping 
M tv « (|th in g  and crowding the entire 
MOOms from cherry trees, vineyards, 
M d jp w c  into my bead, to the utte 
M M f  of everything outside of it has 
.*Mnd me for college in a way. My 
•M ic e  ere easy. But, mother, it s 
w w anght crucifixion to be so glaringly 
W  *** ungainly. I know jnst 
I  look. I n  different from other 
The things that seem to come 
( •  them, in the way of neatness 
m i dreminem, look to me a . i / I  could 
• A j M  lifetime, cultivate; and 
th i epothee they seem to be used to, 
iSMft to he out of the reach of the best 
I  hern ever even hoped to own— at 
M  UBtU I’m too old or too set in my 
waya toJearn how to put them «n and 
M  at home in them. Why did the 
fitts that eo persistently kept me from 
•H flee t things, rvfose me the kindness 
ofm iM ag me callous to the blows one’s 
sew tuucoiousness must suffer by reason 
• f  cash shortcomings ? But I’m going 
heeaurn you’ve worked like 
aeieraief, ever since we were left alone 
iajfos world, to give me the sort of < d- 
hungered for in your girl- 
hmd. I’m going to see if  brains will 
mnnt against cloth s. I’m sorry I’m 
lo t  there to take all the heavy work off 
four hands. My muscles fairly ache to 
••d o in g  something diflicult. Don’t let 
M  *Wrh on \ou If he does I’ll 
every hone in his body, when I 
M n  house. If I could only have left 
my strength at home for you!—I seem 
not to need it here. Maybe I’ll get 




•Tit not a very brave letter, you say? 
Itfi rather unmanly ? Yes. but the 
m  fib umde of the letter was not un­
manly. After readiug it over carefully, 
fin coolly tore it into tinj shreds and 
•fiinw them into his wastebasket. Then 
fin wrote hie mother s-cheery note, tell­
ing her how splendidly he was coming 
on. Then the Fresno freshman slept.
• ■ - • • . .
From the rival college of Pomona, 
thirty milee away, cim e a challenge to 
the Los Angeles institution. The lat­
ter wee aeked to put its brawn and 
agility against that of the former. 
Consternation reigned, for was not the 
wonderful Judson, of Ksnsas, a student 
la  Pomona that year ? Judson’s fame 
as an “ all-around man” was not con­
fined to the Golden 8tete. He was a 
msrvel with the shots, throwing the 
weights, and even in the jumps and 
over hurdles.
The evening following the receipt of 
the challenge saw a quiet gathering of 
the male students in Lsmson’s Hall. 
The quietness was that of gloom. The 
prospect of meeting the terrible Judeon, 
and, of course, going down to inevit­
able defeat in one, two, three order, 
was not sn alluring one to young men 
•* •  proper degree of ecllege spirit. 
Various ways and means were broached 
and as quickly discarded. At length,
Jack Savage, »n energetic youth from 
Oaklaud, arose and said : —
“ Fellows, there’s nothing to it but 
that we must lie down. We’ll have to 
fake up some sort of excuse, but refuse 
we must. We have some fairly good 
men, as we are all willing to admit, 
but no freaks like that Pooh-Bah Jud- 
son. We— ”
At this juncture, Hall, who was 
helping himself through college by ful­
filling occasional assignments on one of 
the city dailies, entered the room, and, 
after pausing long enough to hear the 
burden of Savage’s song, raid : —
“ Excuse me for butting in, Jack, 
but. before you say any more of those 
discouraging things, permit me to shed 
a possible ray of light over this gloomy 
bunch. To-dhy—thanks, Jack, for 
sitting down at la s t!—the city editor 
sent me to interview Bloggs, the great­
est trainer of college athletes in the 
world. I got my story from him, and, 
fellows, he’s hot stuff. I believe I ’m 
good enough with him—or will be- 
after the “ Herald” comes out in the 
morning—to get him to come down and 
look us over. He’s going to stay on 
the coast several weeks, and to-day he 
was wondering what congenial employ­
ment he could find to make the time 
pass. If you fellows say so, we’li 
postpone our answer to Pomona until j 
I’ve seen this chap again, and maybe 
he can put us next to some good, 
strong stall to give ‘em.”
“ As nearly as I can interpret the 
classic language of this great j- urnalist,” 
said Savage, diolly, “ he has sjmptoms 
of an idea. We’ll now vote on whether 
we’ll let him carry it out. All in fa- 
v o r .---------
young man’s coat a counter muvf-nw nt 
resulted. Ezra’s face became crimson 
and he pulled fiercely away. As he 
did fio, Blogg’s iron hand dropped to 
the boy’s biceps, and signs of Iffe were 
visible in the light blue eyes and the 
leathern face. The Fresno freshman 
was shallowing a lump m his throat 
and igry glow was in his down­
cast eye».
The great trainer was puzzled. Here 
was a condition of affairs th it bathed 
him But he had already noted enough 
to arouse his profesional interest, and 
he was not accustomed to giving up 
problems merely because they were 
difficult.
“ Boys,” lie said, turning quietly to 
the others that stood about, not yet 
sufficiently recovered from their own 
unflattering experience to ridicule him 
who was usually the target for their 
shafts, “ just step outside a bit, will ye r 
I’ll have a talk with this proposition.” 
But only the Fresno freshman caught 
the sly wink.
With rising laughter the young men 
filed out upon the campus, after which 
the trainer closed the door and turned 
to the lad standing with averted face 
and his coat buttoned tightly about his 
stocky form.
“ Young man,” said the man who 
knew men’s bodies, “ you’ve evidently 
been guyed a good deal here, and 
you’re awfully touchy, but if you’ll 
slide out of that coat,”—
“ But my clothes—”
“ Hang your clothes ! Yes, to be 
more exact, hang ’em right over there 
on them parallel bars and let me ex­
amine this anatomy of yours. That’s 
all I’m interested in. I’ve found few
that can touch Judson Now Blogg* 
isn’t any such ninny as not to know 
tit is, yet he says nothing about it and 
is never apparently uneasy The 
question in my mind very often is as to 
w he'her lie isn’t making nionkf\><j than < v
intending to humiliate the institution 
and have the laugh on the far western 
college before departing for the East. 
Bloggs was noncommittal. Yet he 
wus wide awake and apparently fuller 
r before of the *ort of confidence
i rove infectious. The men look- 
“ 1 ve noticed the same thing, (junq,]y [n }qrn for a miracle that
Hall, seriously, “ but here s how 1 ' e t mijglit, in the eleventh hour, preserve 
reasoned, though I haven’t been ablejt}am from j efeaf atu) beloved
to figure the thing out : who has more school from disgrace.
, A - i.  ^1- . * .» 1 - 1 fat stake in tins thing, from a broad 
standpoint, Bloggs, or the team ? 
Bloggs, without question. It’s up to 
him to make good. He has a national 
reputation as a trainer, while we have 
none as athletes. He let me send it 
broadcast that he was to train our col­
lege team. If we lose, the story will
1 At half-past two the improvised 
seats about the aihletic field were filled* 
with members of the faculty of both 
the contending colleges and with the 
students and thmr frmncK Besides, 
“eve ral strangers, bearing all the ear- 
maiks of tourist- from the East, took 
seats in the extemporized grand stand, 
telling the young men at the entrance 
were “ friends of Mr.
be in the sporting department of every 
metropolitan paper in the country., and j ^ate "
th e ‘defeat , f Blog*..-, colts’ will l* |  xhe wcre in ,hrfr
featured. Beyond any doubt the man j ^  about thc c(,„t„  of lhe field
has something up his sleeve, but 1
A burst of relieved “ ayes” precluded j »uch arms since I’ve been in the busi- 
the necessity of completing the sen­
tence, and without a motion to ad­
journ, the meeting emibd tnd everybody 
began talking at oice, while nobody 
istened to anythin,; the others were 
saying. Yet all agreed that Hall’s 
idea waa a good one, and one of the 
senior wiseacres went so far as to say 
that Hall’s ideas were “ never quite as 
bad as they might be.” Next day, juat 
before noon, the reporter-student, 
proudly and with some embarrasment 
introduced hia new-found celebrity to 
the wide-eyed and worshipful students.
He was a smallish man, with a face 
that seemed hewn from granite. His 
ight blue eyes looked out of a leather- 
tinted countenance ornamented with a 
tubby, whitish moustache. Every 
motion was quiet, but forceful. He 
was an insignificant-looking man, and, 
apparently, had no nerves. But to the 
boys he was a god with a halo-encircled 
head.
At length the oracle spoke. In 
sharp, quick sentences, bristling with 
physical energy, he said :—
“ No speech to make, boys. Is this 
all your crowd ? If you’ll gi’me a 
chance to look over ye one at a time, I 
can tell ye in an hour more’n a month s 
theorizing would find out. This is all 
*o ye ?”
“ All.” replied 3avage.
“ Except the Fresno freshman,” put 
in a wag, and the great Bloggs looked 
mystified by the quickly checked titter 
that followed.
“ Who’s ‘Fresno Freshman’?” asked 
the mighty man, tersely. Without 
waiting for a reply, he continued : “ If 
he has two legs and two srms at his 
disposal, chase him in and give me 
room to examine every man jack of you, 
and the tale will soon bo told.”
Hall led the way to the gymnasium.
En route, he called to Ezra, who w a s  
sitting moodily on the steps of the main 
building. “ Fresno” demurred, at first, 
but the brown-faced, blue-eyed man 
jerked his thumb at him and he fell in.
One after another, the students were 
roughly handled by the great easterner, 
and, as he examined them successively, 
he made more or less unflattering com­
ments on their condition. Soma he 
pronounced capable of good work after 
careful training, but his loss of interest 
in (he matter in hand showed plainly, 
as he progressed with his task. At 
length, he stepped over to where the 
Fresno freshman stood awkardly under 
a pair of swinging rings.
“ Here, Husky,” “ give us a look at 
ye.”
But as he started to jerk ofl' the
ness. Peel off!”
The kindness that shone undimmed 
through the man’s external roughness, 
together with a natural pride in his 
strength, impelled Ezra to yield, and 
for the next half hour the still discour­
aged band outside the door might have 
heard smothered exclamations of de­
light and astonishment from the lips 
of the man who had so listlessly and 
hurriedly handled them a short time 
before.
Finally the great trainer said, with 
a gentleness almost foreign to him :— 
“ You may put ’em on again, young 
man, and I guess about the best thing 
you can do is to look and act just as 
usual, and, ” he added, with a chuckle, 
“ we’ll have some fun with ’em,—you 
and me. Eh ?” I
Stepping to the door of the gymnas­
ium, Bloggs called :—
“ Boys, after considering everything,
I guess it would be all right for you 
to accept that Pomona challenge, if 
you can get ’em to put off field day till 
three weeks or so from now. Hold out 
for as late a date in the term as you 
can. Maybe we can make it interest­
ing for ’em,—Judson and all.” Dur­
ing the general cheer that followed, 
Ezra managed to make his shambling 
escape unnoticed, but the red glow on 
his cheek this time was not a signal 
fire of shame or resentment.
Two of the three weeks’ grace sug­
gested by Bloggs and readily granted 
by the confident Pomonaites had pass­
ed. Daily the soggy little easterner 
had put the boys through their paces, 
sometimes listlessly, sometimes with 
more vigor. There was not a member 
cf the track team but was paced for 
some specific event, and few of them 
showed especial promise. To be sure, 
there were Haskins of Paso Robles, in 
the short dashes ; and Thornburg, of 
Santa Maria, in the running jumps and 
the pole-var.lt, but with Harvey, of 
Alameda, who had been chosen for 
the weight throwing and other heavy 
events, he spent little time.
One evening, when the men had 
wandered from ihe training table (an 
innovation of Bloggs’s,) to the gymnas­
ium, Van Court, of San Diego, voiced 
the general thought when he said, 
abruptly : —
“ Boys, there’s something confound­
ed funny about this whole shooting
can’t guess what it is. Sometimes I 
catch him chuckling to himself, hut he 
hasn't let me in on it. J haven’t the 
crust to ask him, but you may safely 
bet lie’s got something hid out. You 
may also gamble that his trick is on 
the square ; for, if he did an> thing 
yellow in athletics, he would be the 
deadest duck in the poultry stall in­
stead of the biggest frog in the fairly 
good-sizeu international college athletic 
puddle.”
“ Hope you’re right, old man,” was 
the generally expressed response, and 
the group of students, with faces only 
a little dubious than before, dispersed.
As they left the gymnasium two 
v «vk figures were approaching from tiie 
direction of the old race track half a 
mile from the college. They could not 
be recognized in the half light, yet 
they stopped and were apparently en-
where the landing spots hid been 
spaded up for the jumpers, close by the 
running track.
The two teams filed in. Among 
them Judson loomed up like a Saul. 
An involuntary burst of applause came 
from friend and foe alike, as he glanced 
about the arena like some gladiator of 
old. The young women declared that 
he was “ too sweet,” and the men call­
ed him “ a corker.” These two widely 
differing expressions, from the vocal 
standpoint, mean identically the same 
when translated into good English. 
The home team was equal in appear­
ance to that of the visitors, with the 
exception, of course, of Judson,
The events began. First came the 
hundred-yard dash, followed by the 
pole-vault. The first was won by the 
home team, as had been conceded ; 









inch of his opponent and securing se­
cond place and some points. Next the
gaged in conversation for some moments margin, 1 hornburg coming within an 
until the last of  the puzzled team bail 
disappeared. Then they separated, 
one going slouching!y toward the col - running jumps were won by the same 
lege dormitory and the other hurrying va.orous youth.
briskly toward an inbound trolley car. “ Now,” said a home-team “ rooter,” 
. , . . # . to the girl at his sid-, “ we might as
It was field day. In all the history well look the other way and save our 
of Southern California, with its ultra-; 8elves the agony. It’s to be a sad story 
Italian skies and balmy air, no fiuer'of slaughter from now on.” 
day had e\er lent the earth its light. “ But what about the great Bloggs ?” 
The purple mountains, mile on mile asked the young lady, excitedly, 
to the east and north, came close and | “ Bloggs— nothing! Either he doesn’t
stood languidly just out of reach of the' know his business, doesn’t care, oi has 
hand. There was no distance,— no ! underrated Judson ; that’s all. Mark 
temperature. There was nothing but m) word, it s a slaughter of the in­
beauty and the joy of living. All else | nocents from now on.” 
had been annihilated. White, fleecy j  I Heir conversation was interrupted 
clouds drifted softly across the turquoise ,J)’ the announcement of the weight- 
sky,— but that’s enough description.'throwing contest. Judson stepped into 
To bo brief and truthful, it was a fine 1 the- eight-foot ring and grasped the
day. The early dawn had witnessed hand-holds at the end of the chain,
the departure cf the Pomona track | Bracing his statutesque legs, he began 
team for Los Angeles. Only a few j swinging the weight slowly about his 
enthusiasts from faculty and student- : head, tester and faster it whirled; 
body had arisen to accompany the 1 tauter and tauter grew the massive 
athletes on their perfunctory journey j muscles of arms, legs, and shoulders; 
The group gathered at (he little palm- | the cords of the neck bulged— and the 
girdled station awaiting the Santa Ke | ball, released from its human moorings 
train was listless and sleeply. The j hurtled through the air and the judges 
day’s event was a mere formality. Only ! hastened to mark its alighting place, 
a few hours separated the men from! I hen came Harvey, who made a 
the medals. Los Angeles had some ! good showing in form, and did his work
good men, and there had ever been ! neatly and well, but his throw fell tea
rumors of a great eastern trainer at | Det short of that made by the champion, 
work among them, but they hadn’t 1 The event had been too easily won. 
Judson. 8o why be anxious ? , It w as the beginning of the end. The
Judson was a conspicuous figure, ! crowd looked weary and many arose to 
tall for his twenty years, well set up, go.
with massive shoulders, and limbs that] 'J hen some one asked : — 
tapered to beautiful, sinewy hands and ! “ Where is Bloggs ?’ 
light, quick feet. From his eyes shone i lhe question wai taken up, and the 
the confidence that generations of good j wiseacres shook their heads, adding : — 
breeding and an unbroken career of; “ He’s had his fun with us. Now 
personal successes inspire in men. He j he s leaving in iime to escape the 
was of the sort accustomed to win over roasting he knows is coming to him.” 
reasonable obstacles and to remove un-j Not so fast. 1 here comes PJoggs 
reasonable ones—a foeman worthv t h e n°w. But who is that with him ? 
proudest steel. ! Walking proudly, yet somewhat self-
At tl le Los Angeles college the team consciously, at the trainer’s side was a 
slept late, thereby fulfilling Bloggs’s specimen of humanity that made the 
specific requirements. Breakfast was crowd, regardless of partisan affiliation 
eaten lazily. Not a man of the entire arise and shriek. Had the legs and 
team was permitted to exert himself or arms of the newcomer been carved from
to mingle with the student body. Com- the purest of Parian marble by the
plete quiet and utter relaxation were master hand of a hero worshiping
the order of the forenoon. The whole sculptor, they would have been less
college population, outside as well as 1 pel feet in those things that make for
inside the sacred cir< Ie of chosen con- strength than were those protruding
testants, was in suspense, wonderingly from the snowy cotton trunks and scant
match. Bloggs is either confident of, waiting to see “ w h a t  Bhegg* would do. bodice The thigh's were tl ose of a
winning, or he doesn’t care. The-re’s 1 The c in-.bilith-s of every man were Hercules, while the shoulders rivaled
not a hurdler or shot-put man, a! Known by heart,
was blushing. The former h*d antici­
pated the mystification that would re­
sult from the springing of his cleverly 
arranged surprise—had not his owa 
breath been taken by the contrast be­
tween the boy’s magnificent body and 
the shambling habiliaments in which 
it was all unintentionally disguised ? 
So, to prevent a storm of questions that 
might arLe from those who might not 
chance to recognize the lad’s ;ace, he 
had worked, in huge purple letters, 
across the breast of the white suit that 
had been his present for the occasion, 
the words, “ The Fresno Freshman.”
Before the astonishment and. noisly 
expressed enthusiasm had died down, 
and while yet the freshman yell was 
echoing through the neighboring foot­
hills, Ezra had grasped the handles and 
the weight was swinging about his 
head a ad shoulders. Bloggs, who had 
retired to a safe distance, was stooping 
over with his hands on his knees, his 
lit ;le blue eyes sparkling with excite- 
m.-nt and expectation. Suddenly the 
comet with its iron tail darted away at 
a tangent, landing further beyond Jud- 
son’s mark than Harvey’s throw had 
fallen short oi it
The Pomona champion was on the 
qui vive in an instant. While the 
crowd cheered itself hoarse, he turned 
the battle light shining in hit eyee, 
and grasped again the hand-holds. A 
mightier effort thi n his previous one 
tied the first throw of his new op­
ponent. Harvey gracefully dropped 
out, leaving the battle to the two 
stronger men.
When Ezra stepped again into the 
ring he stooped leisurely and picke l up 
the grips. Then, looking about at the 
assembled crowd, he deliberately grin­
ned—the most roguish, refreshing, hope­
ful grin imaginable. The crowd howl­
ed. Then his face became serious and 
he braced himself for his work. The 
muscles stood out in knots oi hit arms 
and legs. His shoulders became billowy 
mountains, his neck a granite pillar. 
The ball and chain fairly buzzed around 
his head, and, when released, it fell 
full twenty feet beyond the best previ­
ous mark. Then he smiled. The 
smile was that of the worm who has 
turned and knows that he can inflict 
humiliation as well as endure it. He 
stepped back and stood by Bloggs’s 
side while Judson made a final and 
ineffectual effort to better his former 
throw. Having won the event, Ezra 
took Bloggs’s advice and refused to 
throw for a record, preferring to hus­
band his s rength for the succeeding 
strenuous events.
( c o n c l u d e d  o n  p a g e  8 . )
You uill not find beauty in 
pot or complexion whitewash., 
beauty comes to them only that take
rouge
True
and there were not there o f .  highland ball for -sternal! Holli.ter’a Kooky Idonnr.in Te.. I t  i.
• , , .. , « . , . , * a wonderful tonic and beautmer. 35weight-thrower, a broad-jumpn, or a wanting those who openly expressed evulence of power.
half-mile runner in our entire outfit the opinion that the great trainer was Bloggs was beaming. His protege
cents Tea or Tablets.
R o b ’t  J . C o c h r a n .
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Safety of Maine Republicanism, 
The safety of the republican position 
in Maine depends on the sanity and 
wisdom of the party leadership. If the 
pwty continues to be misled by cen- 
■ tralised perversion of official power it 
is within the range of possibility, if 
so t of probability, that a disgusted 
people might jump out of the frying 
pan into the fire. On the contrary, 
if  the leadership of the party be con­
scientiously inspired by the letter and 
spirit of real republicanism, as em­
bodied in tbe national and State plat­
forms, the republicans in the next state 
campaign will win hands down. The 
point we emphasize is this, that real 
republicanism, aa recorded in the
efforts to carry a city, how much more 
would they do to carry a State ?
The republican party, in our judg­
ment, wants to stand by its 1904 
platform as the Journal recommends. 
They want to stand behind Governor 
Cobb and his enforcement commission. 
Governor Cobb is the one governor, in 
the last two decades, who has taken the 
platform of his party seriously. It 
would be cowardly as well as suicidal 
to call a halt at this time. We have 
not any fear that tbe Republicans will 
do anything of the kind. In the mean 
time the editor of the Journal ought to 
be writing a platform demanding en­
forcement of the prohibitory liquor law, 
(for we know that he believes in it,)
Roosevelt ballot cf 1904, when the ftIul at the same time demanding re- 
bsttle-cry was “ a vote for Cobb is a submission and submit it to the 
TOte for Roosevelt," is as dear to the Governor for his approval. We shall 
hearts of the people of Maine as of any be surprised if he does not have to look 
stem in the Union. UP a Governor who would stand on his
The .bore i. Uk.n from an editorial l,l“,form af,er he *eta U 
ln th .L e - i . to n  Journal of Jan. 15, ,ielow we 1uote from Dr- w i>80" ° f
end bee our hearty approval. In thb 
nest words the Journal man spoils the 
beautiful sentiments above. The 
Journal sa y s:
••To be sure there is one local issue 
'which is likely to have disturbing in­
fluence, and that is the issue of resub- 
mission. The position of the Lewiston 
Journal on this question is and has 
becn^since the law has been corruptly 
mis-employed, that it is high time that 
tbe referendum be invoked to put a 
•N>p to the easy going betrayal of the 
constitution and law of the Stale under 
tbe Terious plans known as the Bangor 
plan, tbe Androscoggin plan and the 
Fennell plan-"
Now this is what we call blowing 
hot and cold with the same breath. 
••Stand by tbe Republican platform of 
. 1004, says the Journal, and the Re- 
puiblteans in the next State campaign 
w ill win bands down." Here we are 
with you again Journal.
What was the attitude of the last 
JUfMiblkan State platform on the tem­
perance question ? We quote it in full. 
••The Republican party demands the 
ftfthftil and impartial enforcement of 
the laws of the State which prohibit 
the manufacture and illegal sale of 
Intoxicating liquors, and we insist on 
the poeitive action to this end of every 
public official, the duties of whose office 
require enforcement of these laws." 
In  tbe next breath the Journal says, 
••that they are ready to bow to the or­
ders o f tbe next republican state con­
vention on the issue of resubmission." 
Hera we part company again as we are- 
cot ready to bow to a measure that 
would be fraught with such expense 
•nd so demoralizing as the issue of re- 
•ubmission. We would like to have 
tbe Journal, or anyone, explain what 
would be accomplished if the question 
was submitted to the people. We be­
lieve that the majority would be as 
large* we think larger, than it was
the Advocate, which to us seems more 
practical than the article from the 
Journal. Our readers shall be the 
judges.
Resubmusion is a knife that cuts 
both ways. It seems quite unfair to 
demand that the great hosts of Maine’s 
tempeiance people shall do all the sub­
mitting, while the small element made 
up of the liquor interest and its adher­
ents shall do none at all. As I)r.
Pepper, in his admirable report on Re­
form at the Convention at Saco, said : 
“ We believe the first duty of the State 
is not to submit again to the people the 
constitutional basis of these laws, but 
to compel law-breakers to submit to 
the laws ” Resubmission is submitt­
ing again. The prohibitory law has 
been submitted ; we are asked to sub­
mit it again. Will the gentlemen be­
hind tbe bars—saloon bars, we mean 
now,—and their friends, promise to do 
a little submitting on their own ac­
count when, and so long as, the law is 
against them ? Less talk about re­
submission, and more actual submission 
on the part of the liquor phalanx, 
would be better for all concerned.
Grange News.
P e e x t y  Gucn S t o c k  L e f t .
Both Michigan ami Wisconsin are 
full of good potatoes. Speculators 
bought them up when the prices were 
50a60c., and pv.t them awa\, believing 
there was a big thing in it. '1 he.-e 
potatoes must find a market some­
where, and it is not believed here that 
speculators can get even on the prices. 
The quality of the potatoes is un­
questioned. There wre s one com 
plaints that the Michigan O-ek ulr r 
cut showed decay in I in- eruU r. I in­
is true of some of tin- Michigan potato­
es, but as a general thing the six* l- 
medium ami tin1 stock cooks well 
Maine still has plenty of potati es. It 
is estimated that about tit) p r cent 
of its entire crop, 5,000,000 bushel*, 
lias been shipped. Ttiis will leave 
2,000,000 to go forward by May 1 
Maine has the advantage of starch 
factories, so that the growers can take 
advantage of them ami use the stock 
at some price. Thb they did last 
year. The Maine potatoes are the 
best on the market, and while they do 
not sell for over $2 10 at tl e top, this 
is for only 105 pounds. Wisconsin 
probably has more potatoes than at tins 
time last year and unless prices go up 
some one is destined to lose money. It 
is the general impression here that do­
mestic potatoes have seen the top for 
this season- With plenty of foreign 
stock on the market domestics cannot 
go up very much.
of the Lecture, Reading and Corres­
pondence courses are now ready for 
distribution. These courses are en­
tirely free to any who desire to take 
them. They offer a fine opportunity 
tor those who are unable to come 
the college for instruction to obtain 
useful knowledge, and a large number 
should take advantage of them.
'1 he steady inciease in agricultural 
students makes an instructor in An 
imal Industry necessary. Mr. Knwh: 
a gra luate of the ,\ew Hampshire state 
cofh g ‘ in ! lie cl,i«s of 1905 began lib
du tie I hi- rapacity Jan. 2 Mr
More than 86 million dollars’ worth 
of diamonds and other precious stones 
have been imported into the United 
States during the past calendar year. 
This importation of diamonds and 
precious stones is by far the largest in 
the history of the United States, the 
high-water mark in earlier years hav_ 
ing been 28 1-2 millions in 1903, 
while 1904 showed but 27 3-4 millions. 
In the ten months of 190-5 ending with 
the month of October the total was 
over 31 million dollars, or more than 
in any full year prior to 1905. The 
importation of these ten months* 
amounting to $31,359,157, gives an 
average of over 3 million dollars per 
month, so that it may reasonably be 
assumed that the figures for the two 
following months will bring the total 
up 36 million dollars, as against 27 3-4
28 1-2
P o t a t o e s  D u e t  a t  B o s t o n .
Boston, Jan. 12.— There is little im­
provement in the Aroostook potato 
market and the cold weather has made 
things all the duller. With liberal 
supplies on hand buyers are taking 
sparingly and there is small prospect of 
any improvement in the near future. 
Best Green Mountains will not bring 
over G5c., and in most ca*es 03c. takes 
the goods. The worth of Maine po­
tatoes for seed purposes is increasing 
yearly owing to their productiveness. 
One Boston dealer bought quite a lot 
last fall to he delivered between Feb­
ruary and March. There is noticeably 
a good inquiry for seed stock by the 
agents in the Aroostook section.
Knight has specialized in animal bus 
bandry, ''-pceialiy in sheep raising, am) 
has been employed throe successive 
seasons by the New Hampshire If-aril 
of Agriculture as collector of fer'iliz- r 
and feed samples for analysis
H o m e  T e n d i n g  o k  B u e h s  
The woman who w„uld have a maxi­
mum of flowers and foliage for a mini­
mum of care and anxiety cannot do 
better than cultivate the paper white 
narcissus— the flower that is abundant 
in the florists’ windows now— which 
requires no other attention than an oc­
casional watering. The bulbs will 
grow in water after the manner of the 
Chinese narcissus, or “ lily” as it is
fact that Mrs. Morris wore silk and had 
on glove*, was not necessarily proof 
that she was not a lunatic. He did 
what lie had done in the case of many 
cranks who have crime to the White
Defying the Law.
The spectacle nf Mr, H. H R"gei-, 
of Standard Oil tarn- , laughing at Ic­
ilyga  authorized invent Igath n and eefv
ing th-- law, j<» p -'i!\ c\l n.aGd to ff
House. He called the police w ho are 
there for ttie purpose of suppressing 
disorderly persons. When she began
to shriek ami bite the officers and throw 
herself on the muddy pavement, in 
order and decency there was nothing to 
lie d one but to get her out as quii kly 
as possible. Some probess to m l- in the 
tac- that a colored man took hold of 
tmr \\>‘i 1- and helped to boost her into 
police van, an insult and indignity 
to the morie rhood of the country, hut 
surely none was intended. For boost- 
ing purposes, the colored race may be 
as * flic lent as the white, d here is no 
time for putting on velvet gloves, when 
ejecting a kicking, biting woman of 
fifty years ami 170 pound.-.
A bill, advising an investigation of 
Assistant Secretary Barnes lias been in­
troduced in the House, but as Kipling 
says, “ That is another story.” Con­
gressmen going to the White House are 
often met by Mr. Barnes and deined 
access to the President. Fvery one of 
them is confident that the President is 
pining to see him in particular, and
popularly known, which is a near re- when Mr. Barnes interferes, he is re-
when the prohibitory liquor law became 
• part of our constitution. That wouldn’t I million dollars in 1904 and 
•itJify the men who are clamoring for million* in 1903. 
reeubmission. They would say that 
th# majority should have been greater, 
aad at once they would begin to clamor 
for resfutfiniSsionagain.
Tne principal objections that we 
'would have to resubmission are, first, 
the rank and file of tbe Republican 
party believe in the prohibitory liquor 
law and its enforcement. The rank 
and file of the Democrat party believe 
the same and would vote against any 
form of license. Next the demoralizing 
effect it would have upon the State.
This State would be flooded with money 
and rum from the wholesale liquor 
dealers of New Hampshire and Mass­
achusetts. A Portland correspondent 
to one of the New York papers speak­
ing of the election recently held in 
Portland claimed tnat “ Clifford was 
elected mayor by personal work done 
by Sheriff Pennell and funds furnished 
by the wholesale liquor dealers of Mass­
achusetts and New Hampshire, and 
that they expect to carry other cities 
at the March election by the same 
methods." If they will do these things 
in a green tree what shall be done in 
the dry ? In other words if the liquor 
men out of the State will make suchj
Drop by drop the offensive discharge 
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the 
back of the nose into the throat, setting 
up an inflammation that is likely to 
mean Chronic Bronchitis. The certain, 
rational cure for Catarrh is Ely’s Cream 
Balm, and the relief that follows even 
the first application cannot be told in 
words. Don’t suffer a day longer with 
Nasal Catarrh. Cream Balm is sold by 
all druggists for 50 cents, or mailed by 
Ely Bros., 56 Warren St , New York.
Ex-President Cleveland was being 
driven to a great gathering during his 
Presidency, and a tremendous storm 
was raging. The hailstones rattled 
on the roof of the carriage. Meanwhile 
a band, undismayed by the weather 
began to play. “ That is the most 
realistic music I have ever heard,” said 
the Presinent to a friend in the car­
riage. “ What are they playing r” 
“ Hail to tbe Chief,” said Mr. Cleve­
land, “ and they are playing it with 
real hail !”—Sacred Heart Review.
Three little babes were nestled in bed, 
“ I’ll name William, Willie and Bill,’ 
mother said ;
Wide was her smile, for triplets they be, 
She lays her good luck to Rocky 
Mountain Tea. Great baby 
medicine.
Rob’t J. Cochbjjt. ,
lative of it.
Six weeks after the bulbs have been 
started they will usually be in bloom— 
in two months at the latest. Each 
bulb will yield one flower stalk with 
from 7 to 12 or 13 of the fragrant 
flowers. Now and then a bulb v. ill 
send up two flower stalks, but not 
often, says the New York Sun. The 
bulbs are less apt to blight than aie 
those of the Chinese “ lily” and the 
flowers are much larger.
Three, five or seven bulbs in a lew 
bond, anchored firmly with pebbles, 
will repay all the trouble they cost 
Such a bowl, with the bulbs just 
ready to open, makes a very acceptable 
gift to an invalid or any one else, in 
fact A few such bowls will settle the 
question of Faster presents later on.
Plenty of pebbles, by the way, should 
be used in anchoring tue bulbs, as the 
foliage becomes heavy, and unless firm- 
fixed tne plants will topple over. A 
little fresh water should be put in the 
bowl daily. It is not necessary to 
change the water.
Washington Letter.
Too much has already been made of 
the disagreeable incident which took 
place at the White House 
last week when M rs. Minor 
Morris, a sister of Representative Hull, 
was forcibly ejected and taken to the 
House of Detention. Instead of a 
simple incident scarcely deserving of 
newspaper notice, the occurrence has 
been magnified int< one of wide im­
portance, and has been the subject of a 
speech in Congress by a young member, 
itching for notoriety The papers have 
filled their columns with the real and 
fancied details of the incident and it is 
safe to say so much slush has not been 
printed about any one thing since the 
days of Baby McKee. The facts briefly 
summarized are these : Mrs. Minor 
At the last meeting of the Agricul- ' armed with a poem of her own compo-
tural Club, Mr. E. A. Stanford ’(Hi, ■ sit ion on “ Insomnia,’* called at the
read an interesting paper on the “ Effect' White House and asked to see the 
of the Temperature of Water on Milk . President. Mr. Barnes, the assistant 
Production.” W. -1. Schoppe ’07, ' secretary, has to see them all and it is 
read a well prepared paper on “ The ( quite possible that ho does not feel any 
Study of Agronomy.” A large num- gieat sympathy in their undertakings, 
ber of patrons visited the college each ! and that lie does not offer any consider- 
day during the recent session of the 1 able encouragement in seeing the Presi- 
state grange in Bangor. Many of I dent. He probably thought, as any
these people had never visited their | one would, that a woman like Mrs.
Morris, who had lived in Washington 
many years, and had kept house on her 
husband's salary, drawn from the gov­
ernment, should know that a person 
with a grievance coming to the White 
IP.use, without introduction or letters 
to the President, could rot see him. 
That she was unaware c t this argued 
conclusively, to put it most charitably, 
*he was siliy, or ignorant or, which 
was probable, that she was crazy He 
txpiainrd to her that she must see the 
Stcretnry >f War relative to her hu>- 
baml’s re-installment in office, which 
was a gentle and polite way of inviting 
her to leave, she refused to do this, 
and noi-iiv declared that she would stay
B ig P rofits  M ade  i n  D airy  Co w s .
Washington, Jan. 15.— A report on 
“ records of dairy cows in the United 
States” issued by the department of 
agriculture, says that the records of 
progressive and unprogressive dairymen 
and farmers show that there is no busi­
ness which lias a greater ramge of 
profit than that of the dairy farmer. 
The records of IbO creameries is cited. 
It was shown that one of them made 
§2.30 for every dollar invested in feed 
for his cows while a neighbor made 81 
and another lost 50 cents. All had the 
same soil and same market. The
garded as officious and presumptious 
and obstructive to the Nation’s welfare. 
To have him investigated is to raise 
such a tempest that he will have to be 
dismissed, guilty or not guilty. That 
is the real issue with the Con­
gressmen, and Mrs. Morris has provid­
ed a reason for the bill. In the in­
stance of Mrs. Morris, no informed per­
son, knowing the unbiased facts, can 
think he exceeded his authority. The 
President, of course, knew nothing 
about the incident until after it occurr­
ed, unless possibly he heard from the 
ofll.ee, the sErieks of the woman. He, 
doubtless, regrets the affair, just as he 
w:>uh, regret to hear of any woman in 
a humiliating position. He is a culti­
vated man and has the interests of 
American women much at heart. In 
his message to Congress, he advised the 
whipping post for those men who beat 
their wives, and he would rejoice to see 
its establishment for that purpose. But 
he will never be able to get the votes 
lor it. These same Congressmen, who 
will vote to have the White House in­
vestigated, and Secretary Barnes dis­
missed for the ejection of Mrs. Morris, 
will kill the bill to punish brutes who 
will daily maltreat their wives.
cf  fur  ! ill* mU- t U ' ' s.  m i n  :i 
leu* to promote h tnor<- tiff rant -pint 
toward theme who have acquired great 
wealth ihrough the tna »g< meet of 
grinding immoplie-.. The haughty ar­
rogance the contemptuous indifffTm.c*5
displays d by this -• n,H-r. r of fin.mc ”
on the witness stand, shows the coun­
try, as nothing e | - e  would, t h e  need o f  
wholesome pumriiop nt E> fir hi- |i.ot,< - 
ular case. That he will be made t o  
suffer for his impudence i> a foreg me 
conclusion.
United States senators, presidents of 
great life insurance companies, popular 
otators as well as offenders of lesser note 
have been arraigned at the bar of public 
opinion and punished in a way mere 
territde than meie impi i-onment, for 
their spirits were broken even before 
they began to pay the penalty rtquired 
by law for their offenses. It is a sad 
thing to see a man w ho has stood in the 
sunlight of great popularity made to 
take his place beside the common felon 
It is made the more pathetic because 
the common offender has not fallen from 
so great a height as the distinguished 
criminal. But, sad as it is, the exam­
ple has its lesson, which has too often 
been forgotten that great and small are 
alike amenable to the law of right as 
well as to legislative statutes.— Adver­
tiser.
d i f f e r e n c e i n  t h e i r  p r o f i t s ,  h e c o n c l u d e s
m u s t  b e a c c o u n t e d for  l a r g e y  b y t h e
d i f f e r e n c e in t h e  in t e l l i g e n c e {>ut in t h e
b u s i n e s s .
N e w s  N<> EES 1 ROM Ti l l .  ('< EE Hi. F. uE
A u i u n  e i URK U n i \ I.HSE1Y o i M ai v i:
state college, and no doubt have a 
much better idea of the work that is 
being carried out than they ever had 
before. Much interest is being mani­
fested by the agricultural students in 
the prizes aggregating one hundred 
dollars which were offered to the stu­
dents at the annual dairy meeting. 
No doubt some interesting and valuable 
papers will be forthcoming. The short 
winter courses opened Jan. 2, with an 
attendance equalling that of last year 
These students may be found dirilv en­
gaged in classroom woik during the 
forenoons, and making butter in the 
dairy building each afternoon for the 
first four weeks. Instructor A. \V. 
Gilbert, attended tbe meeting - f the 
New York State Breeders’ Association 
Syracuse during the holiday rece-s. 
Mr. Gilbert brought back some of (lie
prize corn which was on ex hibitirm 1 chair, and defying him to 
there ; one variety of dent coni is she 
to mature in ninety days. li ♦iris is nrder 
true, there will be a boom in emu 
raising in Maine. These varieties will of the President fiom just such persons, 
be grown on the college farm the com- j He has neither time, nor has he any 
ing season. The circulars descriptive orders to coax or coddle them, and (he
This has been a week of big politics 
and little politics between the Capitol 
and the White House. Senators Fora- 
aker and Dick have made a kick a 
gainst the appointment by the Presi­
dent of a Tennessean in the pLce of an 
Ohioan, by the name of Taylor, and if 
Senatorial precedents are followed, the 
President’s appointment cannot oe con­
firmed, for according to the courtesy of 
the Senate, the other Senators will not 
vote for a candidate, when a protest is 
made by Senators from a state, who 
claim that their state is entitled to the 
patronage, as it is called. Then again, 
Mr Overstreet, of Indiana, is disgruntl­
ed because the recommendation of Sen­
ator Beveridge of his state has been 
given precedence over his recommenda­
tion. The President, in his late order 
through Postmaster General (,’ortelyou 
extending the Civil Service rules, aa 
it were, to sixty thousand postmasters 
has knocked the pins out from under 
the last vestige of patronage to Mem­
bers of Congress, and he is a decidedly 
unpopular man at the Capitol end of 
the Avenue. These postmasters have 
been the political workers and hench­
men of Members of Congress, to whom 
they were indebted for ;heir positions, 
and scores of Members of Congress are 
here in Washington mainly through the 
efforts of these postmasters. There has 
been an interdependence and mutual 
helpfulness, which however beneficial to 
to the postmaster and Congressman, 
has not been good for politics in its 
better sense. The Democrats are, of 
course, pleased with the situation 
They have no patronage. They look to 
no postmaster to work for their re-elec­
tion and are not annoyed by a string of 
constituents bagging for appointment?,
One evening an angry complainant 
appeared ff ('apple’s barn. “ Your 
bull chased me across that field thu 
morning.” “ Did he ? Well, I am 
sorry. Hurt ye much ?” “ See here. 
I’ve come to tell you that you might to 
take that bull out of the Held.” “ It’s
my fir hi , likewise my full ." “ I gm
retarv Barnes is responsible for the j you dm. t know who 1 am ?” “ Well, 
in the White House offices ami! ’ liunno’* 1 do "  “ 1 um the
Illiteracy in Maine,
While figures won’t lie, yet statistics 
may be so used as to give an impres­
sion which is far from the truth.
The United States census shows that 
Maine has a larger number of illiterates 
tfian at any previous time in its history. 
If this item is not supplemented by ad­
ditional statemenss, one might natural­
ly infer that we are losing ground edu­
cationally. But when the following 
facts are also included, we find that we 
have a smaller r.umber cf illiterates of 
compulsory school age than ever before, 
and a smaller number of illiterates of 
any age of native born citizens, than at 
any previous time, then we must look 
for the explanation which is near at 
hand.
Within the past quarter of a century 
a large number of foreign illiterate 
adults have been added to our popula­
tion. This number has been so great 
as to push us dow .i the column to an 
extent no. pleasant to contemplate.
Further investigation shows that 
Massachusetts, with a school system that 
is claimed to be the best in the world, 
end on which a larger sum is expended 
than in any other state, in proportion 
to its population and wealth, has more 
illiterates in proportion to its popul*.- 
tion than Maine, and for the reason 
assigned above, it has a larger adult 
illiterate immigration.
While there are many things that 
need to be improved in our school work 
yet, in the matter of illiteracy among 
children of school age and native born 
citizens of all ages, we show, nor only 
increasing, but substantial gains.
right there until she saw the President,, 
if she had fo remain there a month, 
and she emphasized her declaration by 
pounds in the 
remove her.
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His Nerves Played Out.
And Health B roke  D ow n—A Life 
S aved  By the Timely Use o f
Ferrozone.
Mr. Karl K. Newsome of Rothesay, writes : 
“ I owe a debt of gratitude to Ferrozone which 
saved my life after a long seige of Nervous 
Prostration. About a year ago my health 
gave out completely. I was in such a weak, 
irritable condition that I couldn't work, ana 
found that the doctors did nothing for ma but 
take my money. My druggist recommended 
Ferrozone as the best preparation for nervous 
troubles, so i commenced at once to take one 
tablet at meals, f iver} box of Ferrozone I 
took seemed to do me more good tfian the pre­
vious one, and it wasn't very Jong before I 
was strong enough to move around again. In 
three months 1 was completely cured, and 
know that I wouldn't be alive to-day if I 
hadn’t used Ferrozone. It braced up my 
nerves, gave me a strong, healthy constitution, 
and is ivrtainly a marvellous restorer and tonic 
for ne vous people.”
Tin icasoti Ferrozone is so successful in cur- 
I ng nervous di.sta.se b that it contains the very 
elements that are neiried to restore the wasted 
nerve cells. It is a nourishing, strength-giving 
tonic that costs iSO cents per box, containing 
three weeks treatment. Nix boxes for #2..r>0. 
Sold by all druggists or by mail from TM  
Ferrozone Company, Kingston, Ont. I) in't 
fail to get Ferrozone to-day, it assures heal k.
H. J. H A T H E W A Y  CO.
A G E N TS, h o u l t o n , m e .
, . c , of .Scarboro and president1 or the protection of the time and tierce* , . L ..1 boro A i aitville Rail
of the Sc ar­
il cv I Himu jtu rumj. “ Be ye r 
asked Jim, respectfully. “ Well, why 
didn’t ye tell that to the bull ?” — 
Youth’s Companion.
P ROCURED A N D  DEPEN D EDdrawing orpnoto. tor ixprrt  March and frw# r*porv I 
Fr** aoVioa, how to obtain patente, trad* mark4 I 
copyright*, etc.. | N ALL COUNTRICK.  
Bushiest direst with Washington saves t in s ,  j 
money and  <fUn the potent.
Patant and Infrlngemant P n e tlc *  Ex c tu »lv *ly .
W rita or com* to u» et
5U  m ath S tm t, app. TJnlUA ftatw  Tt8m* 0*c«, 






,m und T h eir Vie In the Prae> 
tie# of Medicine.
Odors, whether agreeable or dls 
•Crwable, are not causes of disease In 
fee •ease generally taken. They may 
disorder certain healthy functions by 
impairing nervous energy, by diminish­
ing wholesome respiration and thus 
cresting a predisposition to attack by 
disease.
Severe faintness Is sometimes observ­
ed to overcome persons upon their en 
trance into a room In which tuberoses 
•re kept. Headache Is often produced 
by the odors emanating from the hon­
eysuckle, lily, rose of Sbnron or carna­
tion. The odor of betony In flower Is 
Mid to have caused Intoxication In 
those who gather It. The making of 
linseed decoct*one and the triturating of 
f'seee, pinks, valnuts or colocynth are 
Often accompanied by attacks of syn-
Attsmpts have been made to utilize 
•don  In therapeutics. The odors of 
vanilla and heliotrope are credited with 
possessing a soothing influence over 
psrsous subjected to attacks of nerv- 
dosneds. The use of toilet water In 
the fated of a spray will often restore 
fhoooexhausted with the cares of busi­
ness, social or domestic duties. In the 
east t ie  use of perfume is considered 
•  pwider, though we look upon it mere­
ly as a  Maury. It Is usserted that those 
who lure employed in laboratories 
Where perfumes are made or among 
grswtnf jdowers are healthy to an ex­
tin t  fheceding those not so employed.— 
MadtenS Record.
MUSICS MIGHTY REALM.
i w  mma  u u  u
m w "
hoth M b s  uni"WWii oppee eeasn
dor la
la  I t fh*w  la Sat m Single a n t Vai- 
verenl Speech.
Mln  the mighty realm of music there 
flt bttt one single speech.” Music forms 
tpa nalvfraal language which, when all 
et her  languages were confounded, the 
crnifnetoa of Babel left uuconfounded. 
The white man and the black man, the 
fed an and the yellow- man, can sing 
however difficult they may 
talk to each other. And 
a d all ages may thus ex- 
their emotions simultaneously 
virtue of the power of the ear to 
side by side thpse differing 
bat concordant notes which make up 
there Is not only room, but 
for all the qualities of voice 
i Childhood, adolescence, maturity 
•n d ’eftd ngr supply. Thus a love of 
much more frequent than a 
lintlug or sculpture, and you 
*h the hearts and touch the 
a t the majority of mankind 
•sore quickly by singing them a song 
tens by showing them a picture. In 
troth* the sensitiveness of the ear to 
melody and to,harmony is so great that 
wo oot sidy seek to gratify It when 
h in t upon recreation, but even In the 
' ■** * of the hardest labor we gratify
■■■ ■■ — ■
BMuda Is a
win w k o
ffi Ifwo can.—London Catholic Times.
t e * W  U ^ili  O u l « n ,
91r«n« sa account of the Doncaster 
UPtetend) Art <^ ub’e annual exhibition 
IB tea Doncaster Gazette: “Mis* -—  
olio goes la for portraiture. In bitting 
m  bar father's head her Intentions are 
good* bsmibe execution lacks very much 
hi afttettednlsh.”
In  tea Leaidon Mag’s description of a 
pifOda In honor of the king of the Hel- 
ImWI te» reporter said: “The soldiers, 
Oted eoty la their scarlet tunics, pre- 
00 unpleasant contrast with the 
tend members of the police
n w n  the windows of a British tailor: 
“WO have cleared a Scotch merchant's 
ismstne of Mgh class overcoatings at a 
big reduction.”
Fora**.
I l o  tedtenwment of checks* Is a very 
thing, bu t as the following story 
Mhr, It, too^as its difficulties: 
£*WteBin went Into a bank where 
Oht Rad several times presented checks 
drawn to Mrs. Lucy B. Smith. This 
tee check was made to the order 
«tf Mrs. M. J. Smith—M. J. were her 
lnh a id * ! Inltlala. She explained this 
^sffiMMPipIng;teller and asked what she
“dfc that is all right” he said. “Just 
tedesoe tt' aa it la written there."
She look the check and, after much 
Ion, paid. “I ’don't think I can 
•a  M like tha t”
w a r  a *  u t *o
minister — Bobby, do you love your 
teacherY BobRr (six years old)—Yes, 
Mr. Minister—That’s right. Now tell 
ms why you love her. Bobby — Be- 
kanss* the Bible says we must love our 
nnamles.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
W kflt D iatlagsiahca Man.
The difference between man and the 
•o called “lower animals’’ is that he 
lion# cooks his foo£ and wears artl- 
gdal clothes. And these are the two 
thgt Injure his health I—S t Louis Globo- 
Democrat
"i, ■ . Batr.
Animal hair differs In construction 
from teat grown on a human head. In 
k n t e l  hair the upper skin Is smooth 
ta d  thla. The circular section Is com­
paratively .broad, forming the main 
part of the hair shaft. . It is striped In 
appearance and carries the color mat­
ter. The tubular part Is thin, extend­
ing to about one-flfth and certainly not 
more than to one-quarter of the entire 
Wklth Of the hair. Animal hair also 
constetf of three parts, but these are 
differently constructed, the tube often 
filling the entire hair.
* —-------------------------
The R eel
“B e  said be would lay the earth at 
my feet,** said the sentimental girl.
“Tee,” answered Miss Cayenue. ‘‘It 
good, but It is not practical. 
T o i,a lread y  have the earth at your 
fm t. What you want Is a three or four 
glm y house over your head.”—Wash- 
mateuStar.
O r ig in  tit .m .. t 1.; v 'm >‘ar.  \ c  lu  s o  
I.i;-vh'.» o a t  .i f c i i t u i y  
I t  has l ing been t a le r s to o d  that the 
real inventor of M acaulay’s famous 
New Zealander w as H orace Walpole, 
who, In a le t te r  to Mason, w ritten  in 
1774, said: “A t last  some curious t r a v ­
eler from Lima will visit E ngland  and 
give a description of the ruins of St. 
P au l’s, like the  editions of Haibes and 
P a lm y ra .” But Mr. B ertram  Dobell 
writes to th e  London Academy giving 
the  Idea an earlier  date. He finds it 
embodied In this  old tit le page:
Poems, by a young Nobleman, of Dis­
tinguished Abilities, lately deceased; par­
ticularly, The State of England, and the 
once flourishing City of London. In a 
letter from an American Traveler, Dated 
from the Ruinous Portico of St. Paul’s, 
In the year 2199, to a Friend settled in 
Boston^ the Metropolis of the Western 
EmpirW Also Sundry Fugitive Pieces, 
principally wrote whilst upon his Travels 
on the Continent. [Motto from Juvenal ] 
London, 1780.
Mr. Dobell explains that, though the 
book Is dated 1780, the poem. In it on 
London is dated March 21, 1771. He 
attributes It to the profligate second 
Lord Lyttelton. Here is one of his ex­
tracts from the composition:
And now thro’ broken paths and rugged 
ways,
Uncultivated regions, we advanc’d 
Towards fam'd Augusta’s towers, on tho 
Thames
(Whose clear broad stream glides smooth­
ly thro’ the vale)
Embank’d, and stretching o’er the level 
plain.
For many a mile her gilded spires were 
seen,
While Britain yet was free—alas! how 
chang’d,
How fallen from that, envy’d height; 
what time
She rul'd the subject nat ons, and beheld 
The Spaniard crouch beneath her spear, 
and all
The Gallic lilies crimson’d o’er with 
blood.
Extinguish'd are their glories, .and her 
Bun
That once enlighten’d Europe with his 
beams,
Sunk in the WeBt Is set, and ne’er again 
Shall o’er Britannia spread his orient 
rays!
These were iny thoughts whilst thro’ a 
failing heap 
Of sliapeless ruins far and wide diffus'd, 
Paul’s great Cathedral, from her solid 
base,
High tow’ring to the sky. by heav’ns 
command
Amidst the universal waste preserv’d 
Struck my astonish’d view.
On this fair object my fix’d eye was kept 
In pleasing meditation, whilst my guide, 
A. poor emaciate Briton, led me on 
Through streets, and squares, and falling 
palaces,
(Where here and there a habitat was 
seen)
To where stood once amongst the peo­
pled town 
Th’ Exchange of London.
WHOLE OR HALF TRUTHS.
Better be single In peace than mar­
ried In war.
The roekof success isn’t located in a 
field of ros3^.
Ik e fellow who objects to discipline 
needs it the most.
You can Inherit ability, but you’ve 
got to bustle for experience.
The optimist has an easy time of it. 
He smiles while others work.
It doesn’t cost anything to say “good 
morning” even if it’s ’raining.
Some folks ought to take their con­
sciences out once in awhile for exer­
cise.
Silence isn’t always golden. The 
talker with something to say Is worth 
a dozen keep stills.
The optimist who thinks that folks 
are civilized should yell “Fire!" to a 
crowded house and watch results.— 
From “Gumption,” by N. C. Fowler, 
Jr.
A Shopgirl** Fiaea.
It was not n very cheerful memoran­
dum and the shopgirl’s look was not 
very cheerful either as, on pay night, 
she brought it home to her mother.
It was a memorandum of the fines 
that hud taken a good slice out of her 
wages, and it ran:
Standing on chair ....................   10.10
Leaving less than one yard on ribbon
roil ................................................................ 10
Permitting patron to depart unserved .26
Lateness .............................................................. 06
Gun. chewing ........................  10
Error in addition .........................................06
Writing indistinct duplicate .................... 10
Error In address .......................................... 10
Total ................................................................ I0.S6
“There are 100 rules posted up In our 
little shop,’’ said the girl bitterly, “and 
an Infraction of any one of them Is 
finable.”—New York Press.
Good Listener!*.
In conversing with one’s friends noth­
ing is so chilling as an apparent lack 
of attention and sympathy. It might 
be added that nothing is more vulgar 
were not tbe listener’s Indifference 
common to the majority of our most 
cultured people. If when one Is ad­
dressed she will remember to Incline 
tbe body slightly forward an attitude 
of rapt attention will soon be uncon­
sciously assumed and, whether really 
worthy of it or not, new recruits gain­
ed for the always popular, as rare, 
class known as “good listeners.”
A Tough Problem.
9 The following letter received at this 
office has been referred to the Lancas­
ter Literaly society: “I married a wid­
ower and went Vo live in the home 
where he had lived with his first wife. 
I find a number of her clothes In a 
closet—to wit, one brown dress skirt, 
two petticoats, three pairs of stockings, 
one pair of slippers and a black silk 
waist. How shall I dispose of them in 
a way that will be satisfactory to her 
relatives and tho neighbors?”—Atchi­
son Globe.
M « H c I a r *.
E th e l - I  suppose I shall have to w o w  
this veil. I t ’s the only one I have. I t ’s 
so thick one eon hardly see my face 
through it. E d i th -O h .  wear It. by ad 
means. Everybody says you never 
had on anyth ing  half  so becoming.
FOSSIL COKKSriiKWS
; ;UE ER FREAKS OF N A T U R E  T H A T  
A B O U N D  IN NEBRASKA.
in i g a  n t l c  S p i r a l *  o f  Mln«*rnl F « * h -  
io n e il  So N i i t h n u a t l c u l l )  hm to  lie  
IvoMily MiMtuken a t  F i r s t  G l a n c e  
F o r  W o r k s  o f  A rt.
Nobody know s with certa in ty  w ha t  
the so called "devil’s corksc rews” rea l­
ly are. They are  found by tens of thou­
sands in Nebraska, most particularly  
ill Sioux county, and some of them are 
as  much as forty  ioet in height, w ithout 
counting the gigantic "roo ts” presently  
to be described. Quartz  is the sub­
stance of which they are made, but 
how they came to be imbedded, n u m ­
bers of them together, in the sandstone 
cliffs of th a t  region is more than a n y ­
body can tell, unless, perhaps, one the­
ory, to be mentioned later, is to be ac­
cepted as correc t.
You are  traveling, let us say, ou 
horsebaek tlnough  th a t  p a r t  of the 
country, and, as  often happens, you 
see, s tand ing  out from the face of a 
sandstone? cliff, a g igantic spiral. If, as 
geologists have proved, the  sandstone 
rook be chipped aw ay  a corkscrew 
shaped th ing  of quar tz  is exposed to 
view, fashioned so m athem atical ly  as 
to be easily m is taken a t  first glance 
for a work of art. The white spiral 
m ay  be free, jus u sculptor would say, 
or, in other cast's, m ay  be tw ined about 
a sor t  of axis,  as a vine would run 
around  a  vertical pole.
Somebody awhile ago gave to these 
spirals  the nam e “devil’s corkscrews ’ 
for  w a n t  of {L be t te r  and as expressive 
of the  mystdl-y of their  origin. Scien­
t is ts  discussed them in vain, and m any 
theories w ere  formed in regard  to them. 
T here  w ere  authori ties who declared 
they w ere  fossil bu rrow s excavated  in 
te r t ia ry  tim es by gophers of a huge 
and  ex t inc t  species. And, to confirm 
tills notion, the bones of some b u r ro w ­
ing an im al were  actually  found imbed­
ded in the substance  of one of the 
“screws.” This seemed to se ttle  the 
m a t te r  for awhile, until the  controversy 
w as  s ta r ted  again by the discovery of 
the  osseous remains, under  like condi­
tions, of a small deer. Nobody eoind 
a sse r t  th a t  a deer w as  ever a bu rrow ­
ing animal, and so Mint notion had to 
be abandoned.
O ther  theorists declared th a t  tin? “ fos­
sil tw ister^ ,” as some folks called them, 
represen ted  the prehistoric borings of 
gigantic  worm s th a t  lived in the very 
long ago. Yet others suggested  tha t  
they w ere  petrified viues, though it was 
difficult to explain how or why the 
“poles” on which the  alleged vines 
seemed in m any cases to hove been 
t ra ined  had been so adm irab ly  pre­
served. or, for tha t  m atte r,  originally 
erected.
In twe m idst of »o m any contradictory  
theories the problem seemed likely to 
defy  eolation indefinitely. The one tha t 
held out longest ami gufwed most ad 
heren ts  w as  tha t  of the extinct gophers. 
I t  accounted for the  “ root”—a shape­
less appendage often nearly as big as 
the “ tw is te r"  itself and  a t tached  to the 
lower end of the  la t te r—which obvious­
ly, as  it  seeni(?d. had  been th e  nest, of 
the  rodent animal, the “corkscrew " rep ­
resen ting  the spiral hole by which it 
m ade  its way to the  su r face  of the 
ground. W hat could possibly be more 
easy  to com prehend?
Professor  E. H. Barbour, however, 
has  declared- and his decision is ac­
cepted provisionally until somebody 
offers a better- th a t  the  corkscrews are 
of vegetable origin. They are, he a s ­
serts ,  tiie fossil rem ains of ancient 
w a te r  weeds of gigantic  size, which 
grew  millions of years ago on the bot­
tom of u vast sheet of w ate r  th a t  cov­
ered ail of Nebraska. These m ust  have 
been the biggest aquatic  p lan ts  that: 
ever existed, and when the huge lake 
th a t  overflowed the region In question 
dried up the rem ains of many of the  
p lan ts  were left behind buried in tho 
accum ulated  detri tus  a t  the bottom.
In  the course of t im e -  ages a f te r  the  
bottom of the aue ieu t lake had been 
converted  into solid rock- rivers p low ­
ed the ir  way through the lurnl, cu t ting  
tills way and tha t  and exposing to the 
view of the modern trave ler  on the  
faces of tiie cliffs the fossil casts  of the 
prehistoric w a te r  weeds just as they 
stood when they grew  hundreds of 
thousands and  -fTrohabiy millions of 
years  ago. Their tissues were replaced 
as they decayed by silica from the w a ­
ter, particle by particle, and thus, as if 
by magicfll mean*, their likeness(>s 
have been preserved for the wonder 
and adm iration  of the presen t surv iv­
ors on tiie earth.
Such Is the theory now pretty  well 
accepted  by scientists in regard  to the 
origin of the  "fossil corkscrew s.” Pos­
sibly it  Is not correct, but if o therwise 
there  is room for the cxcrci.se of a n y ­
body’s Imagination In the consideration 
of this veritable rom ance of tiie a n ­
cient history of tiie world.—New York 
Herald.
PerMonul BeRoty,
I f  ei ther man or woman would realize 
the full power of personal beauty it 
m ust  be by cherishing noble thoughts 
and holies and purposes, by having 
something to do and something to live 
for th a t  is worthy of hum anity  and 
which by expending tiie capacities of 
the soul gives expansion nud sym m etry  
to the body which contains it.-- rp l iam .
A M it ti of Action.
Hicks —T hen ' is n't a man in toi\vn
who can keep tin * conversational 1>a il
foiling 1ike our fri end (hiyntki '. \V: 1 fis
—Nonsmise! IJe never says an \ Bi . i i z
worth I;Isteniiiy tn■ Hicks \ i i, ; i' i: he
does a let of 1):ings worth talk ing
about. - I *hil: . . :• ’ :a L(‘<!gor.
He w ho fl ' • " to: -it r O' a I’y L v
ing tliii y i > ' - f ho hall)
nevor c. • •.I, ! •>i l ; \*/ f!i lldll i‘j in
it- in!/ , . 1 . , . , . • ■ i" i.
A rra n g e m e n t of T ra in s  
in  Effect 
Nov. 27, 1905. 
P u llm an  Car Service.
P u llm an  Sleeping Car 
on tra in  leav in g  Ifoul- 
to n  a t  6.20 p. in. ancl 
B oston a t  7.00 p. m.
Tilth !' I;! hi •! ? < »l i. ■ • tram- v. 111 i t a - 
11oi,ltoo a - h>;|u\s :
k tC. a m- lor and ut.avitiy at I Band TalT 
d Id a 111, Fatten ! t .W Jt m . \j hmo-T ; i
10 a tn, I in >wn\ 11U- l ; • v. .. in. (mln, a i i
1” p iii. Bangui ] oo p m. Tmtiat.dm
p in, Bo.Moii 9 o., i in.
N .Vi am - fur and ainvinn :\i 1 ,itt fi-fon 9 I .’ a 
in, Mars Hill lo o;,* a m< p\..q | 'an ji<-p(
to V  a in, i ’resqiiu I-i>■ |n V a m, t ai'iNm
11 oo a m. \ an I 'anmi 1 : in p ni.
11 ;tda m fur and an Bing at Min ma Mills
12 ”1 a in, Masaoh- I top m, \diland 
2 Id p in. Boi'tayo in [> m, Kurt Kent 
1 Id , in
lOOp m for and nrriviny at Biidirewater 
1 .dip m Mar Hill and Idaiuc ‘j to p m, 
Presque Isle 2 10 pm,  Canltnu a id pm 
New Sweden 4 do p m, Van Buren d do, 
p m, tui t  Fairfield and pm.  Limestone 
1 in p ni.
2 0<> [i m for and arriving at Island Falls 
<d pm,  Patten Odd pm,  M illiiiockutt
4 20 p in, Brownvilie d p in, South 
Lagrange 0 19 p. m. Stoekton S.ju p. in. 
eai'sport 8.20 p. m. Oldtown 0 do p m, 
Bangor 7 2d p m, Portland 1 in a. in. 
Boston d ;;o a in.
'Lid p in for and arriving at Smyrna Mills 
4 is pm,  llowe Bn>,k 4 dl pm,  Masardis 
I d p m, Ashland o oo p m.
0 20 p m for and arriving at Island Falls 7 is
n m, MiHinockett <s 12 p m. Ban. r 11 Id 
P in, Portland 4 2o a in, Boston 7 20 a m. 
s 2o p tn -for and arriving at Bridgewater o p> 
p in, Mars l[ill and Blaine 9 2d p m, 
Presque isle 9 d>7 p m, Caribou in 2d p 
:u, Fort Fairfield lo id p tn.
AlllilV A f.S.
8 Oo a iii leaving Fort Fairfield 0 no a in,
< urihuu 0 on a in, Presque Isle 0 27 am,  
Maislhi l  and Blaine ti ds a in, Brldge- 
\\ a ter 7 I d a in.
8 dii a m h aving If stun 7 "" p m, Portland
lo .'id p ni, Bangor :: dd m, Millinoekett
0 lo a t i, Sherman 7 - a m, Island Falls
7 dl a in, < takliehi s on a in. Ludlow s 27 
a in. New 1,imei ck s ;:o a in.
9 2u a in—leaving Ashland 0 d" a n, Masardis
7 Id a in, Smyrna Mills s :>n a m, Ludlow 
x dd a in, New Limerick 9 a, m.
12 dd p m leaving Boston lo oo j, m, I ortiaud
1 od a m, Bangui- 7 oo a in, Oidtown 7 v  ' 
a. in, Searsport d.do a m Stoekton o nd 
a in South Lagrange s.]o a. m Brownvilie 
0 ol « m, Millinoekett lo 2d a m, Patten
x do a in, island Balls 11 -)> a m.
1 dd it in—leaving Fort Fairfeld 11 ln a tn,
Van Bui'en 0 do a ni, ( aiiUm II Id a tn, 
Presque isle 1J 1 d pm.  Mars Hill and 
Blaine lg V p in, Ihidgewater J V, p i i, 
Moiitiet llo 1 gx p ni.
h Id p m..h-avina i'n:: Km! to a ni. T>.*
age 12 19 p in, A-hland a.-, j, m, Lud>..v,-
2 d! p m, Ni w i .He; d !, a-d p in.
0 Id p in leaving N an Pure:: g p* p m.
Fairfield 1 D p  in, < 'a; ihuu J ;o p in. 1 i-*- 
q 111: Is le i : - p  m.  M r  - I T ’ a n d  i " a ; ; ; e  
d 1 o p in, | iridg' \ .I’.- . 7 o 'it,
x Id p ru -leaving ! ■■• .. o , i 17 lard
lo 2d a m. Banger idpi. , .  < >:d;o.\ i, g. 
pin, Blow m. file : ia [i rMiii;u<«-k.-n
o n;; p ni. Pam n o ld ] ,  ,, sherman " d4 
p in, Island fab- 7 m p n 
(’. IliUiWN, Bend I’ass'r and Tieket 
Agent.
U .  M.  B K < » \ \ N ,  ( u - c e r a l  m i p m  n i b - n d e i i t . 
B  A N OOK, M K., 1 >ee. 0, 190d.
Children
T in e ’s Elixir regularly and they will 
d ’uy. This safe vegetable tonic e x p e ls  
-- <d the stomach and bowels giving to 
irrn pure blood, hearty  appetite, healthy 
iMty. It puts color in their  cheeks and 
l happiness in their eyes—making them well again.
SEUXIR
d ;or grown people ns for children. F orind igestjon .irr ita -
mst q>.u ion .malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is un- 
genorations have known of the wonderful merits 
’\ ;r .  Kepi, in tho home if keeps out sickness.
. . , „ , PoHTLANW.Ml.'j • 1 luiYfi f.iioun )'»nr Kl'xir for iiwro than 40 \ t*ar8, and haTff 
.......... . 1 tukiiiK* it now *r m«|i>r»jHtfon. Atn<eaUxi£........... . 1 u'i i i, i . . . . . . . -- -
'l.-ua-r8
TM! A
(.U'-IM-.R. I _____  ____
all>l in Ka.ii.ng it-iU. FKKKM a X"rioRDON.’
*■. Writs ?ur freeXbooklPt,“ C)nWr#nani Tht\r D u**u*." 
DR. J. F. TRUE Sl C O ., A uburn, Mo.
100 Old Fashioned & Modern 
Second Hand Clocks ^  Watches
at your own priues.
Just the tiling f<jr Den, Kitchen or Camp. 
Jliese time pieces are ,n good repair and I 
will guarantee th en  to give satisfaction. Also 
a large assortment of Spectacles ancl Eye 
Glasses to close at 25 ets each. Also a few 
choice pieces of Antique Jewelry, Real Shell 
Comes, etc. Mahogony' Furniture, Curios, 
Guns, Rifles, Fishing Tackle, etc, etc. Must 
sell these goods to save storage, ( ’ash Only.
If interested please call at No. 2 Park St.
C .  S .  O S G O O D ,
Watchmaker, Engraver, Optician,
#•*-
* * *** • *
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l'dTvrti\<« <)>■:. xt!i, l ' mid.
T ini ns Daily Kxi-up! .v>unday Fxcept i - 
w i-n MahM.
in-a* \ i
Kastem d.nn a. in. Mixf*!, We*‘k da> - fur M. 
Atlantic 7.mi. Muplnm, Sr. Andrews
Fredericton. M. dulm and 
Fa-t ; \ aiicclxno, Bangor. 
1‘urfiatid, Bu>tun, etc. 
I'nllman Bailor < ar, Mi- 
Ad;rn .let. to Boston.
I’n ace '-Iccpiny ( 'ar, Me- 
A>lain .let. t<> I lalilax.
I On iig ( ar, McAdiiui .let. 
tu 1' 11! 1o.
Eastei n 9.. d u. tn. Bx-prc -s, Week day s for 
Atlantic lo nd. Wood.spK-k, and all points 
North. 1 ‘[esqno I.Me, Fd- 
iniind>ton, l ’liistor Bock. 
F^astorn 4.2d p. m. Mixed, Week days for 
Atlantic d.2,d. McAtiam, M. Mcjiheii,
t.st. Andrews after duly 
1 -t,) Yanoulioro, Bangor, 
l ’oitiand, Boshai, He., 
Montieai and points tV<->t ; 
1 ’rcdeiicton, M. dohn at:d 
jm>iiits Fast.
A KKI \'  A LS.
Eastern 7.no j). m. Mix^l for WihrI.stock. N 
Atlantic xmo j{.
Eastern in.:id a. in. Mixrxl Week days from 
Atlantic 11. dd. Woodstock.
Kasternd.2da .n l .  Mixed Week daws from 
Atlantic d.-Id. Woodstock, and north
I'-csque Isle, F.i nmnd- 
st m, and Blast* r Kook
l: ver dll l.oup. ami
F i-Hioricton, cic., via < lih- 
si n Branch.
( ’. F. K. LSSHFU, <L 1‘. A. Montreal. 
V. It 1T.KKY, D.| 1 ’. A.
St. dolm. N. B.
EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO
1U-:I>t ( 1:1 > BATES.
Winter Xelicduic 
TWO TBI I’S A W'F.I K.
StKamer.  ^ leave Wiiuerpert (Wcalhcr per­
mitting) at 11 u. lit.: 1 '.uei.-'l'ort, Ut l.dn p. 
111.
For Sear.s|Hirt, Belfast, Camden. Bock land 
and Boston, Mondays and I In rsdays.
Fro*> trim Ter oi we.-t humid hayyage at 
Buekspurt I uni tuen tu -0 atuer.
Bl. 1 F BN 1 NB
From Boston Tue^-kn s and Fr.dax - at .> 
p. in.
From Bock land, toia-ldny at .'a> l.'mdings 
at d,.".0 a. ill., Wd-due i^ la> - and '-a.' u i. Kiy -.
All (lll'go exee)il Ir.e -',<>< \ , N ul lie' steam- 
ors of tins Compam., - in-mi'i nc nm-t l: re 
and marine risk.
H. T FA N B< 11: \ ,  A cent. Ban.mr, Me- 
( A I N I N A f  x 1 I \  '■ : ’ A < icn'l Nii.vi.
ger, Boston, M. -s.
-or 5aSe.
T w o  F t m i x  i ’ ■ t ’ex’s  :il i( i 
Rcfiit Icih i..; 1 ia I! !< r > ; F i y 
W. J. FKFAMKh,  
Atockton, ^priiigi"’, Me.
----- W IL L  BE  A T -----
HOTEL EXCHANCE,
HOULTON
FOR A L IM IT E D  TIM E.
CON S I ’LATTION PRKK. Ladies prefering ccasultation at their 
residence, please notify G. T. HOLT,  and calls will be promptly
answered.
One Strong Reason
Why it is to your advantage to buy from 
us is we arc at your command in person 
not letter to see that our
PIANOS AND ORGANS
are giving perfect satisfaction in every 
particular and detail. We have made 
careful selections and are selling only 
goods which will make satisfied patrons.





C o l d  in t h e  H e a d ,  Catarrh & Asthma
It i:isUmti> kills the germs, allays all inlliimmatiun. clears the 
head, thrual and lungs, takes away headache an 1 in a little 
time removes every trace of the disease.
Lac k«sl in Jars, 20c md .Mk: each.
United S ta te j Office : 4 16 Baxter Block, Portland, Mains,
Sohd and recom m ended  by R. J .  Cochran, H.J. Hat heway Co., arid P erksB ros .
Aroostook Times $ 1.00  per Year,
4 The Aroostook Time® Friday, January 1&, 1800
LOCAL N E W S.
Walter E. Feltus, eyesight specialist, 
is at the Hotel Exchange for a few 
weeks.
F. P. Tinker, travelling freight agent 
of the C. P. R ., was in town this week, 
looking after the Company's business-
Miss Clare Pomeroy, of Smyrna 
Mills, was in town this week, calling 
on friends.
Mr. I. K . Davis left Monday for 
Cuba, where he will remain for a few 
weeks.
Mrs. H . B. F. Jervis went to Bangor, 
Monday, where she will remain for a 
few days as the guest of Mrs. H. M. 
Chapman.
Mrs. Arthur Whitman of Portland is 
visiting her mother, Mrs. William Gar­
rison, for a few days.
The Womans* Club of Houlton will 
serve a Colonial Supper in Forester's 
Hall, Feb. 1.
There will be a Festival Chorus re­
hearsal at Ricker parlors, Monday eve­
ning, Jan. 22, at 7.90 o’clock..
G. A* Hagerman, of the firm of Ha- 
german da Astle, was in Fort Fairfield 
last week on business.
Ray Gary, assistant book-keeper for 
the John Watson Co., passed Sunday 
with his parents in Caribou.
Everybody works but Martin. For 
farther particulars, call at the Opera 
House this, (Friday) evening.
A ten-pound girl arrived at the home 
of Mr, and Mrs. Jack Porter, Park 
0t., on Wednesday, Jan. 10.‘
Get your crockery free from E. B# 
Terrill. Don't forget the place, 150 
Military aud 1 Foxcroft Sr., Iloulton, 
Mi.
I f  you want good work done, call at 
J. 8. Drolet dt Son, Slaughter house, 
Foxcroft Road. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Don’t forget to call and see us.
Richer Travel Class will meet with 
Mre. Thompson, Military St., Jan. 22. 
Program : Quotations from Tennyson’s 
Queen Mary ? reading, Queen Mary, 
Aeta V. and VI.
Ricker will probably have an athletic 
exhibition the last week of the term* 
This has been tn excellent feature in 
ths pest and as Prof. Morrill will have 
ehuge of the boys, it will no doubt be 
teoeceec this year.
Mr. A. T. Smith started for Califor­
nia last Monday night. We hope he 
will have the time of his life ; and, no 
doubt, be will., as he intond visiting 
fbrmer Aioostook people in various 
parte of the West.
Tbe last of the course of 0 .  E. 8. 
Assemblies will be held at the Opera 
House, Thursday evening, Jan. 25. 
Light refreshments will be served. Tic­
kets may bs procured of Miss Tessa 
Ball or Mrs. C. E. Newell.
The H. C. I. Basket Ball team went 
to Millinocket last Friday night, and 
deflated the team at that town to the 
time of 90 to 7. W e. hope the boys 
may have a ebanee to show what they 
eon do by competing with one of the 
M , h M u . A schedule of base ball 
gemce it being made up aud games 
with Colby Varsity team and Maine 
State have been arranged, also a, 
aerial of four games with the Presque 
Isle town team and two with Bucks- 
post*
The Fact and Fiction Club will meet 
with Mrs. George B. Dunn, Military 
f l l , , Saturday, January 20th. Boll 
ealL Irish Bulls and Blunders, 
b a h n d __
*«0h, she’s a fresh and a fair land, 
"Ok, she’s a rich and a rare land, 
Ok, she’s a dear and a fair land, 
,This native land of m ine!
No men on earth are braver,
Her women i  hearts ne’er waver, 
Faith, I would die to save her,
And deem such death divine !" 
Phffluaeque Ireland, conducted by Miss 
MeGiakley. Ireland ftom 1937 to 1901. 
CHmant events.
The Maine Farmers’* Almanac in- 
f r f y  us that the days are 35 minutes 
longnr than they were Jan. 1. But so 
fur the old saw, “ when the days begin 
to langtben, the cold begins to 
•trangthen.” has not proved true. On 
the contrary, everyone is exclaiming, 
“What a mild winter,” “ No one need 
go to Florida this winter,” etc. In fact 
tb«f seems to be’ a record breaker. May 
it not be poerible that‘the North Pole 
is ao frightened by the determined 
efforts of Peary and others to capture 
him, that he ha* gone South, taking 
vith him Jack Frost and the rest of the 
family. The thermometer has been be­
having beautifully and, the meicury 
has not been down to zero even. We 
•re so accustomed to have it get righi 
off the nail and hide under the piazza, 
that it is a great relief to have it be- 
^ava wall.
LOCAL N E W S.
Mr. George H. Mooers, of Ashland, 
was in town this week on business.
Chas. Thorne returned Monday, from 
a business trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Howe of Pres­
que Isle, were ip town this week as the 
guests of Mr. H. J. Hatheway.
Miss Gertrude Woodbury of Patten, 
who has been the guest of Miss Mary 
L. Glidden, returned home today.
The whist party which was to be 
held Wednesday evening, Jon. 24, un­
der the auspices of the New England 
Order of Protection, has been postpon­
ed and will be held at Perks’ Hall, 
Wednesday evening, Jan. 31.
A. T. Atwood, Supt. Metropolitan 
Life Ins. Co , has been attending a 
convention of Ins. Superintendents in 
New York, the past week.
Fidelity Chapter, O. E. S., will hold 
a meeting Friday evening, Jan. 26. 
Important business to be transacted and 
all members are requested to be in a t­
tendance.
The young son of R. H. Grant of 
White Settlement, was run over by a 
heavy team, one day this week, and 
sustained quite severe fractures of the 
bones of one leg.
The B. <Sc A. R. is to establish a 
station with an agent at Dyer Brook. 
This will be a great convenience to the 
people of that town and the shippers of 
potatoes from that point which has but 
a siding at present.
“ Rebecca Mary,” the appealing story 
of a little New England girl, by Annie 
Hamilton Donnell of Kent's Hill, 
which has preved one of the most suc­
cessful books of the year, is shortly to 
be brought out in England.
The plate glass windows have this 
week been placed in the corner of the 
Mansur Block, which will be occupied 
by the Houlton Trust Co. The window- 
facing Main S,‘„ is the largest in town 
and makes a very fitting finish for this 
excellent business site.
The marriage of Mr. Alvin V. Ben­
son,* of White Settlement, to Miss 
Wilda J. Henderson, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Thos. Henderson, occurred 
Wednesday, Jan. 10th. at Woodstock* 
N. B. The ceremony was performed 
by Rev. W. B. Wiggins, B. A.
The many friends and customers of 
Mrs. M. B. Cochran will be pleased to 
learn that she has secured Mr. E. Dow, 
Jr., of I ortland, Me., a registered clerk 
of long experience to manage her drug 
store. Mr. Dow is well equipped for 
the position, having been manager cf 
the prescription department of Geo. C. 
Frye, the well knowu druggist of Port­
land, for the past seven years.
MisaGlidden’s schoolof dancing closed 
Tuesday evening, after a very success­
ful term. Miss Glidden’s success in 
teaching the tcrpsichorean art has been 
very pronounced, and many of the 
young dancers of the town may well 
attribute their proficency to her efforts. 
In spite of the severe rain storm, quite 
a large number of relatives and friends 
of the little ones were present in Wood­
men hall, when the march was formed 
at 7.30 o’clock, and led by little Miss 
Lola Sharp and Master Carl Gray. The 
figures of the cotillion were prettily 
done as were also the o*her dances. 
Music was furnished by Hollis Monson, 
Miss Eoline Monson, Harold Chadwick, 
Walter Hedman and Harry Preston.
The announcement of the Colby 
bane ball schedule will be of interest 
to many of our readers who are Ricker 
sympathizer as the team from this 
town, will play the strong Colby ag­
gregation, April 19th, and indications 
point to a team second to none in the 
history of Ricker. The schedule is as 
follows :
April 18, Coburn at Waterville.
“  26, (Fast Day) Lewiston Ath­
letics at Waterville.
“  28, Amherst at Amherst.
“  30, Amherst “ Aggies” at Am­
herst.
May 1, Williston at Easthampton.
“  2, Phillips Exeter at Exeter.
“  9, Bowdoin at Brunswick.
“  12, M. I. A. A Field Meet at
, Lewiston.
“  16, University of Maine at Orono.
“ 18, Colby Junior League at
Waterville.
“  19, Ricker at Waterville.
“  23, Amherst “ Aggies” at Water­
ville.
“  26, Bowdoin at Waterville.
“  30, (Memorial Day) Portland at
Portland (2 games)
June 2, University of Maine at Water­
ville.
“  6, Bates at Waterville.
“  8, Game pending.
“  9, Bates at Lewiston.
“  18, Harvard at Cambridge.
LOCAL NEWS. Small-pox at Hodgdon,
This dread disease has made its ap- 
On Tuesday evening, Jan . 30, the Me- j I'f'aru:M'*‘ '»» ,’ur neighboring town. A 
duxnekeag Club will hold its opening lT w i ian was called to attend patients
ri
in tun, families near ('ary, and gave it 
as h:s opinion that they were suffering 
from small-pox. Dr. Young was noti­
fied and sent one of his assistants to in­
vestigate. The opinion was confirmed 
and another cast* on the Hunter road 
was investigated and also pronounced 
^mall-pox. The officials are taking pre­
cautions to prevent its spread, and the 
schools have been closed, and meetings 
Mi-pended for the time being. v’accin- 
atiun is also furni.-hed toi ill
The case of small-pox near the ( \  1’ 
R. is reported as discharged as the 
patient lias fully recovered.
Report of the Cary Library for 
December, 1905,
Total number of books loaned, 1,442
leception and invitations are now out 
announcing the event. The lady friends 
of the members are invited and will 
have an opportunity of inspecting the 
Club’s quarters. Refreshments will he 
served and music will be furnished by 
Bryson’s orchestra.
The production of the Soei ty M.n- 
strels at the Opera House, '1 hursday 
evening, was greeted by a packed 
house, every ticket being sold. Al­
though rehearsals have been held under 
difficulties, starting us they did at tin' 
height of the holiday season, the parts 
were without exception, taken in an al­
most professional manner and the 
whole program was carried through 
without a break. The opening over­
ture is of unusual merit and all end 
songs and solos were strictly up-to- 
date and well rendered. Mr. George 
Shaw who was booked as one of the 
“ bones” was unable to participate on 
account of illness, and his place was 
filled by S. H. Hanson, who as in­
structor has had charge of the rehear­
sals. Mr. Hanson, although handi­
capped by a severe cold, made a dis­
tinct hie with his topical song which was 
after the style of “ Everybody Works 
but Father.” The song and dance 
specialty by Misses Larrabee and Leach 
in the second part was a very pleasing 
feature. E. J. Morrill’s clog steps fur­
nished another very enjoyable feature 
of the entertainment. Mr. Morrill’s 
ability in this l’-ie lias heretofore been 
practically unknown and his work was 
a happy surprise to all. It is yet to be 
discovered what there is in the enter­
tainment line in which the above named 
gentleman is not proficient. The en­
tertainment concluded with the society 
cake walk directed by S H. Hanson.
The cake walkers were as follows :
H. H. Stetson, E. J. Morrill, A. M.
Clark, Albert Lovejoy, Kthelyn Lar­
rabee, Isabel Leach, Anna French,
Hattie Bradford, assisted by Mr and 
Mrs. Plunkett of Letter B , and the 
work of this couple was well worthy ot 
commendation. It was with consider­
able difficulty that the cake was award­
ed. The decision was left to the audi­
ence and after several attempts at ar­
riving at a correct decision the cake 
was awarded to Mr Morrill and Miss 
French. The stump speech given by j sociation. Mr. White is the pos- 
Lucinda Johnson, advocating Woman’s sessor of a beautiful tenor voice and













Fines collected in December, $5.15  
Number of different people to whom 
books have been loaned from Oct. 1,
to Dec. 31, 873.
Number of hooks loaned from Jan. 
1, l ‘.f().5, to Dec. 31, 1905, 16,455
Number of new book.* added to the 
Library from Jan. 1, to Dec. 31, 1905,
1,220
Wanted : A copy of the “ Ladies’ 
Home Journal” every month.
Gifts received during December, 
“ With Stanley in Africa,” McClure, 
and “ Dr. Syntax’s three tours ; in 
search of the picturesque ; in search of 
a wife,” from Mrs. F. L. Cook.
“ Trade Unionism and Labor Prob­
lems,” Commons, from Mr. L. M. 
Felch.
Concert and Recital,
On Wednesday evening, Jan. 24th, 
Mr. Emory F. White of New York 
City, will give a recital in the 
First Baptist church, under the aus 
pices of the Ricker Libiary As-
Rights, was listened to with much in­
terest and evidently came from a heart 
filled to overflowing with sympathy 
for woman. The production will be 
given again this Friday evening and a 
large sale of seats is already reported. 
Gallery seats will be sold this even­
ing at 25 cents.
A joint installation of officeis of 
Court Defiance and Companion court 
Nonpariel, was held in Foresters’ hall 
Friday evening, Jan. 12th. The mem­
bers of the orders together with several 
invited guests assembled at the hall at 
about 7.30. The work was started 
with the degree team of Court Defiance 
and the following officers were installed 
by High Secretary W. S. Lewin :
C. R., J. A. Hallett ; C. I)., W. F. 
Burtt ; V. C. R., Wm. Patten ; R. S., 
B. A. Donovan ; F. S , M. T. Pearson; 
Treas., Frank Dunn ; 0 . ,  Alex. Bubar; 
S. W., Harry Hallett ; J. W., George 
Hoskins ; S. B., Wesley Robinson ; 
J. B., Richard Grant. The following 
officers were installed in Companion 
Court Nonpareil :
C. R., Mrs. Elizabeth Saunders ; C. 
I)., Mrs. Ada P. Lewin ; V. C. R , 
Mrs. H. M. Cates ; R. S , Miss Geneva 
Donovan ; F. S., Miss Mollie Donovan ; 
Treas., Mrs. C. M. Murray ; L C. I)., 
Miss Fllla Cassidy ; O., Miss Dora 
Rogers ; S. W., Mrs. Oscar Clough ; 
J. W., Mrs. A. A. Hutchinson ; S. B , 
Miss Alberta Astle ; J. B., Miss 
Josephine Donovan ; Organist, Miss 
Margaret Saunders.
After the last services short addresses 
were made by several members, after 
which all repaired to the large and 
spacious dining hall, where an excellent 
supper was awaiting them. Supper 
being over, all retired to the main hall 
where dancing was enjoyed until a late 
hour. Flxcellent music was furnished 
during the evening by Davenport’s 
orchestra. Both orders were in a very 
prosperous condition and prospects for 
the coming year are very bright and j
. . iauspicious.
W anted.
Bv an experienced woman, good 
position to do general housework.
Carri e  Cassidy, 
Houlton, Me.
is the soloist at the Madison Avenue 
Baptist church of New York City, th 
music of which is under the direction 
of the celebrated organist and composer 
Mr. Homer N. Bartlett. He has ap 
peared several times in Maine, his ria 
tive state, loth in recitals and light 
opera, and has always been favorably 
received. Tbe coming month he is to 
tour the State of New York with Mr 
Bartlett, fulfilling a long list of engage­
ments.
Owing to th 1 excellence of this en­
tertainment and to the fact that part of 
the proceeds are to be used for new 
books to swell the Ricker Library, it 
is much t< be desired that a represent­
ative audience greet Mr. White.
The following notices from leading 
papers show the position Mr. White 
occupies in the musical world :
Mr. White has a voice of great com 
pass and velvety smoothness, with a 
beautiful legato and great sustaining 
power.— Boston Herald.
A rare treat was afforded the music 
loving portion of Belfast, in the recital 
given by Mr. Firnory F. White of New 
York. It is seldom that a tenor voice 
of such purity of tone, as well as of 
power, is heard, and his many friends 
predict for him a brilliant future. His 
selections were rendered with fine effect. 
— Belfast Journal.
The following is the program :
Love's Rhapsody, Bartlett
Four Berman Folk Songs.
(a Das Zerbroohene Kinglein 
(hi A eh Wie Ist's Moeglich I .anil 
('<■) Trene LieU*
(<l) lies Madeheu's Kluge 
() J ,oss of Sight, Handi
Total Fdipse, Handel




Hod Keep Thee, Dearest, Bartlett
Die Walkure"
I Live v>u any surplus ninnyv on hand hat is 
not earning anything for you !
Have; you money in Savings Hanks that is earn­
ing only .‘)J per eent ti year or loss ?
Would vou like to invest vour money through a 
safe and conservative Banking Institution .so that  
it will earn for you from 4 to 5 per cent a year, 
without risk of loss of any kind ?
'The Merrill Trust Company,
B a n t g o r ,  M a i n e ,
Makes it a business to obtain for its customers, investments in $r>00 and 
$l,o<>o denominations, such as the Maine Savings Banks buy for them­
selves. 1 he business was originally established nearly thirty-live years 
ago, and only the SAH-.ST AND BEST securities are ever recommended.
1 he Directors ot the Merrill Trust Company are men well known through­
out Eastern Maine, and theollieers of the Company will take pleasure in 
showing you how you can invest vour money s a  FELY to pay better than 
Savings Banks. Drop us a line, and our representative will call and give you 
full details.
Merrill Trust Company,
B a n g o r , a i n e
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
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©
Siegesinouud's Love,
To My First Love, 
You'd Better Ask Me 
Little Irish (Jirl, 




The Inspection of Fertilizers,
'I’he Maine Agricultural Experiment 
Station is now sending out the second 
of the bulletins on the Inspection of 
Fertilizers for 1905. The bulletin is­
sued in March contained the analysis of 
samples received from the manufactur­
ers. The present bulletin contains the 
analysis of the samples collected by the 
inspector in the open market.
This Bulletin (120) will be sent free i
dirty clam that may contain a treasure 
of value is an object of interest in itself. 
Content to lie in almost any kind of 
water, living on animalcules, very pro­
lific, and a pearl producer, he travels 
slowly back and forth from mid-stream 
Missis- to s^ore> unless he is gobbled up by the 
musk-rat, who loves him dearly, and 
eats him, pearl and all. The pearls 
are always near the shells, and can be 
squeezed out of the meat, with the fin­
gers. Scn.st.imes they are found loose 
n the shell, and at other times, they 
nre attached to it. If loose, the chances 
are that they may fall out, and good 
pearl hunters on this account search the 
bed of the stream, and even dig up the 
dirt to see what will “ pan out.”
In the early days of the industry, 
the slugs or small pearls were thrown 
awa), but now they are kept and sold 
by the ounce or separately. These are 
always in the meat, and sell from two 
to five dollars. New processes in sett­
ing jewelry have made them in demand. 
Contrary to general befief, the expensive 
pearls are not always round or oblong 
in shape. Many fine specimens are 
“ baroques,” that is, they assume grot­
esque forms, a fact that can be account­
ed for by ‘heir origin, for scientists tell 
us that a pearl is really a malformation, 
caused by some foreign substance find­
ing entrance to the shell, and irritating 
the mollusk to such an extent that he 
exudes a liquid, which hardens and 
eventually becomes a precious pearl.
The prospector moves from one part 
of the stream to the other as soon as 
one mollusk bed is devastated. Some 
beds seem to contain more pearls than 
others, but it is the size and thickness 
of the pearl that make it invaluable for 
some articles of jewelry, and lapidaries 
in our large cities are using them free­
ly. If any criticism is to be made, it is 
that they lack the yellow tint of the 
Oriental product. Many sell for high 
prices, however, and the black pearls 
which are occasionally found, aie ex­
quisite.
To the casual observer, pearl hnnting 
seems the easiest way in the world to 
earn a living, but it must be remember­
ed that not one in fifty of the right 
species contains a pearl, and many 
mollusks are so light-colored that they 
are known to be valueless and are 
thrown away without being opened. It 
is a hit-and-miss sort of bnsiness, into 
which many stert. Those that remain 
to the end get a good living, and every 
summer finds so many engaged in the 
work, that pearl hunting has become 
one of the established means of liveli­
hood in the Mississippi Valley.—Scien­
tific American.
to all residents of Maine who apply to 
the A gricultural E xperim ent Station,
Orono, Me. In writing please mention 
this paper. __________
Science Notes.
Inch easing D emamd for ih e  
siiti P earl.
By K. L. Smith.
If the truth were known about many 
of the pearls that we see now-a-days, 
we would discover that a fair share of 
them, even among the expensive ones, 
came from the Mississippi River, or its 
tributaries. Pearl hunting in these lo­
calities has become an established busi­
ness, and regular pearl prospectors are 
examining rivers and creeks, with a 
view to locating beds of mollusko that 
may contain valuables. Attention to 
the rare pearls to be found in these 
streams was first called about twent) 
years ago, when large numbers of 
pearl-producing mollusks weie found in 
a small creek in Dane county, Wiscon­
sin. ’Ihe excitement that prevailed 
that time gradually died down, but en­
thusiasm has bn ken out again in local­
ities bordering on ttie Mississippi.
There is a fascination aoout the busi­
ness that smacks strongly of specula­
tion, for a man may find any time a 
gem that may mean a fortune. The 
men who live this outdoor life are rug­
ged and healthy, and each carries a tin 
box, which in one season may become 
the receptacle for holding thousands of 
dollars’ worth of large and small pearls 
The pearl hunters have learned to 
experts in valuing their finds, and few 
gems sell at small prices. Generally 
they are sent East to lapidaries to be 
valued, and they are sold at once, for 
the pearl hunter knows that he does 
well to avoid he “ middleman,” who is 
sent out by ear,tern firms to gather the 
“ finds.” Some pearls are sold for a 
thousand dolh.rs, and a necklace twen­
ty-eight inches in length, made of small 
Mississippi pearls, for the great singer,
Nordica, who desired a souvenir of 
Minneapolis, cost two thousand  dollars.
Pearl hunting is an exact science, 
and the successful hunters are skilled in 
the business. Usually the piospector 
has a boat, which he allows to drift with 
the tide. Behind this is fastened a 
long pole, to which is attached hun­
dreds of lines with bait on the ends.
The mollusks close their mouths over 
these with great tenacity, and as they 
are hauDd in as soon a., the lines are 
filled, many bushels are ootained daily.
This is the easiest part of the process, 
l’he next operation is to open them, 
which, if done with an oyster knife, is 
ho laborious, it lives long in the memory 
of the novice. On this account, most
p r o s p e c t o r s ,  e i t h e r  steam the mollusks
over a mild fire, or spread them out in
the sun to slowly dry, when the two
, , ,< r„«3 ilv The  I Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse inarts of  the shell separate readily A h e l the Children’s 11 mw in New York, Cure 
, „1(,ment comes when the con- Feveiishness, Bad Stomach, Teething Dis- 
excitmg inomtn orders .move and regulate the Bowels and I)es-
the shell are divulged, for much trov \ \ 0nns. Over tKi.ooo testimonials. They 
ltnU , I , 0,,0latinn never fail. At all Druggists, 25c. Sample
or nothing hangs on -he revelation.  ^  ^ f k e E. Address, Alien 8 . Olmsted, Le Roy,
In fact, this insignificant-looking i N. Y.
be
M other Gray 's  Sweet P o w d e rs  for 
Children.
cTh« Aroostook Times Friday, January I©, 1906.
l i w a t l l  s  B a sk  Book.
D m  pawning Of the wedding ring has 
baeomo a pathetic commonplace to 
those who are familiar with police 
court and coroner’s court stories or 
With the private petitions for help of 
the deserving and undeserving poor.
B ut w e confess th a t w ith  th e  West- 
mlnster magistrate we have never 
heard before of pawning bank books. 
Tet on expert pawnbroker’s evidence 
•Molted by police inquiry It Is found 
that thia la not at all an unusual prac­
tice. In 4be vast majority of cases it 
would ooein to be a simpler matter to 
draw on the bank account rather than 
borrow on the strength of it from the 
pawnshop. But one of the unfortunate 
ioeslMlitlee of the practice Is revealed 
IB the particular case mentioned at 
Wwrtnlaator. A picture frame maker,
I to withdraw £3 from the bank, 
nipt find his bank book and then 
that his wife had been putting 
1bo book In and out of pawn for eight 
jsnx% haring borrowed £7 10s. on it 
tbs Anst tine, cud of course she had 
boon paying interest on her various 
tranaactlonn.—London Pall Mall Ua
SPOILED HIS DINNER
WHY GENERAL CLARK ONCE REFUSED 
TO EAT WITH VEST.
Orvaoe, Beoaoaslst. 
W ife the average boy spends the de- 
Ofhtad bours of Imaginative youth in 
devouring the pages of “Robinson Cru- 
■oo^  ha has, like most people of more 
B th n  years, no idea that he is perus­
ing u work of profound philosophy’ 
bg.OBO of the greatest political 
i of the English speaking race, 
with a knowledge of the facts 
of Aw career of De Foe, “Robinson 
Crusoe1* can properly be considered a 
•torjr intended to Illustrate the heavy 
burdsn of tronblo placed upon any sln- 
glo lBilvMoal Isolated from his fellows 
to maintain his exist- 
thelr aid. The tale shows 
liable way how all civilized 
Interdependent. Regarded 
Print of view, the author of 
widely read work of Action
__ken becomes an object of par-
ttootar tatereat to all thinkers upon 
--------  -William N. Hill, M. D., In
^ taP eu d *  W eeds .
reputability of punning Is 
Mrion it is well to bear In 
the very name of the jest 
« degree of atrocity. To 
to the London Chron- 
* words, to beat them 
oondltkms, so the philolo- 
“He would pun thee into 
WMb bis tot," says Thersltes 
and Cresslda,” meaning 
"pounding.** “Pun” Is not a 
development of ’ pound," but 
‘ form, the Anglo-Saxon verb 
,** and “pun” or “poun” 
d find] “d,” just as 
'bound” and as the 
lawn” ip.to “gownd.”
, “pun” and “pound” 
with “punching” a 
which Is simply “punish- 
o r with punching” 
which goes back to the Latin 
to prick or puncture.
fl«Mplury D avy.
Davy married a widow 
•s  himself. His pet affec- 
d tack of time. He was al- 
Ip a burry. He pretended that 
bo leisure to dress himself, and 
A change of linen became neces- 
Ilmply put one shirt over an- 
be was known to have on 
dfat shirts at a time. Of course 
sot wear this amount of ap- 
Wttbout appreciably Increasing 
and hla friends not in the se- 
somctlmes surprised to see 
W th apparent weight twenty 
Id a  day. His wife’s great anx- 
to keep him “At for company,” 
be did not cere a fig for com- 
Ahebad no easy task, and domes- 
was a common thing.
Aaeleat C*aa.
>AilO cups of the Assyrians closely 
our saucers. Every noble- 
and pentleman had his own cup 
oip bearer, the latter of whom 
accompanied him to a feast, 
tallying before him the cup of gold, 
Alvsr, crystal or marble, which his 
Silty wed on state occasions, 
for cups were Introduced in 
the litter pert of the eighteenth cen- 
it .  Aret were greatly rldlcul- 
persons who employed them be­
sot to be able to drink with­
out having two cup*.
.An' i
f w t  IH feven* Matters.
*1 eanaot. understand, air, why you 
pnrU t your daughter to sue me for 
of promise. Ten remember that 
bitterly opposed to our en- 
bocaueo 1 wasn’t good 
for bar and would disgrace the
"Yeung man, that was sentiment; 
Atolebuaihees.**
k l w t t a f  J l d t M .
Dr  frankUn thought that judges 
eaght to be appointed by lawyers, for, 
added the shrewd than, In Scotland, 
erketo thle practice prevails, they al­
ways ‘select the ablest member of the 
ptofeasfon in order to get rid of him 
and share his practice among them- 
• e l v e a . _______________
A  Pointer.
Two thieves were breaking Into a 
deer when the master of the house, 
hearing them, locked out of the win­
dow and said: “Friends, come a little 
later. We are not yet in bed.”—“Hu­
mor ef Spain.”
Dnncerooa Aphorism. 
Bachelor—Talk is cheap. Benedict— 
For goodness sake, don’t advertise It 
M a bargain while my wife is around. 
-Brooklyn Life.
do what we can by our ballots 
ftdnence to secure good Is to work 
Qod.—Philipps Brooks.
Sa«l I’ l l K h l  o f  t h e  O ld  M U ito ari  F i g h t ­
e r  Linder tlte  s k i l l f u l  m u i M c r . i i e . *  
H u i ti n a  o f  t h e  A r t f u l  a u d  T u n t a l i * -  
i n v  S e n a to r .
Among the most prominent story tell­
ers in Missouri annals were General 
■John B. Clark of Wilson creek fame 
aud the matchless George Graham 
Vest. The writer remembers a story 
Senator Vest used to tell about General 
Clark that is worth while.
Vest and Clark were seated at a ta­
ble in a popular restaurant in Wash­
ington chatting about Missouri and 
Missourians while the waiter was out 
preparing tlieir order for dinner. On 
this particular occasion Vest was 
doing most of the listening, while 
General Clark In his peculiar scrapy, 
piping voice was discoursing upon the 
merits and demerits, principally de­
merits, of Missouri political leaders. 
Those who knew Geuerul Clark well 
during his lifetime undoubtedly re­
member with what extravagance the 
general could praise aud laud those he 
had a likiug for at the moment und 
with what grim humor he could satir­
ize and ridicule the foibles and weak­
nesses of those he happened to dislike. 
It was these dispositions on the part of 
the general that caused him to get into 
trouble at this time.
Although Vest was listening atten­
tively aud respectfully to the general’s 
conversation, assisting him on with his 
story with a grunt of approval now 
and then, even offering suggestions as 
occasion would permit, yet all the 
while the senator was casting his eyes 
to the daily paper spread out upon the 
table near him. The general, encour­
aged by Vest’s grunts and suggestions, 
was working himself up to a striking 
climax In a ludicrous story about a 
Missouri politician whom the general 
for the moment had concluded he didn’t 
like, when he was abruptly interrupted 
b / Senator Vest’s speaking as if he 
had just discovered something in the 
paper he had been glancing at.
“By the way, general,” said Vest, “do
you know one C ap ta in ------------” (we
will call him “Captain Jphn Smith” for 
the purpose of this story), “down in 
Missouri?”
“Yes,” snapped the general, showing 
some irritation at having his story in­
terrupted right in the very flower of its 
growth, “certuiuly I know him, and a 
dirtier coward never walked the face 
of the earth than this same Captain 
John Smith.”
This little fling at Captain Smith was 
a left handed stroke at Vest for inter­
rupting his (Clark’s) story, as Vest had 
planned and expected it would be. 
However, the general showed a dispo­
sition to let it all go at this and at­
tempted to resume his fractured story 
about the Missouri politician.
“As I was saying”-  
“Well,” Vest interrupted again, not 
pretending to notice that the general 
had attempted to resume his story, “I 
don’t know anything about the fellow  
being a coward. In fact, I know noth­
ing about him. But I knew you did, 
and I thought I would get you to tell 
me something about him.”
“Of course I know him, Vest,” the 
general responded, pitching his scrapy 
voice in a little higher key, “and I have 
already said enough about him to cause 
any genuine Missourian to lose interest 
in him. There is nothing to him, I tell 
you, except a yellow streak from the 
crown of his head to the sole of his 
feet; a forked streak. Know him! Why,
I know him like a book. H e’s a cow­
ard, I tell you, and that’s enough for 
any Missourian to know about any­
body. Why, I tell you that fellow is 
afraid to go out in the cornfield where 
they are gathering corn because the 
popping of the breaking cornstalks 
sounds so much like a gunshot that it 
frightens him nearly to death. Don’t 
talk to me, Vest, about Captain John 
Smith. I know him."
“I didn’t know him, general,” Vest in­
nocently responded, “but since you 
have given such a graphic description 
of his character I feel that I know him 
better. Nevertheless, general, the fel­
low seems to write a right good arti­
cle.”
“Humph!” snorted the general in dis­
gust. “I’d like to know what that fel­
low could be writing about. Nobody 
would believe a word be could say. 
He’s a coward, I tell you. I know, for 
I’ve had him in command under me, 
and I’ve seen him flicker time and 
again. Nobody will ever believe a word 
a coward will suy, but what is the fel­
low trying to write about, Vest?”
“The Battle of Wilson Creek,” the 
senator replied as he picked up the 
paper and prepared to read the story 
to the general. The senator knew he 
had the general at the verge of the 
precipice and that it was time to top­
ple him over, and right well did he do 
It
The battle of Wilson creek was Gen­
eral Clark’s theme on any and all oc­
casions, and as soon as Senator Vest 
mentioned that as being Captain 
Smith’s subject the general was all at­
tention In a moment.
The senator began the story at the 
beginning and read it clean through 
for the general’s benefit, occasionally 
glancing over the edge of the paper out 
of the corner of his eye to observe the 
effect it was having on flit1 general. 
The senator was soon rewarded, for the 
general soon began to twist and wrig­
gle uneasily in his seat. In other 
words, the g e n e r a l  was o v e r  th e  p r e c i ­
pice. lie  knew it and w a s  w o r k i n g  his 
brain fora!) it was worth f >:• a hold to 
recover.
The senator chuckled to h'm-
self as he read on. I‘res; i: y he came
to  till * <*: r v of tin* s in y, t h a t read
r .bvn t li lov, :s:
It \Y 4 ’ ■ 0 and su n ;;!nar r ba t-
tl<\ 1 IH* I it: t 111 uiir line Were lailn g like
with,-! ed va vd.s in a  Novel: ber gal •. und
blood W IV ^ l inn ing in lit tle r ivu le ts f rom
pool to pool th a t  1 ad g a t he ■ed in t ic <le-
p ress ions id over tiie butt) eground (iiir
nieu w h o m ostly raw  re or fits, im i a :u s -
tom ed to HU' 'll S.'.’IIt'S Ot l ill UiiKt-, <.1 i.lp JlS
m ig h t be expoi'to 1 un d e r sueh e re urn*
Stances,  they  w av ered  under  the  d a sh in g  
I o n s la u g h t  of  the in trep id  Lyon  and  his 
j v a l i a n t  men. F o r  a  m o m e n t  it a p p ea red  
t h a t  the  d ay  and  all, even honor,  would 
I be  lo s t  in comple te  d e fea t  and  ignominious 
1 rout.  J u s t  a t  th is  c r it ica l  m o m en t  who 
shou ld  go to the  re lief  of o u r  sorely  tried 
m en  b u t  t h a t  g a l l a n t  b r ig ad e  co m m an d ed  
b y  t h a t  bold, in trep id  leader  who know s 
not w h a t  Ihe w ord f e a r  m eans,  G enera l  
Jo h n  B. C lark ,  the  g r e a t e s t  hero  of the  
b a t t le ,  an d  the  d ay  w a s —
“Who did you say wrote that article, 
Vest?” broke in General Clark, not be­
ing able to restrain himself longer.
“Captain John Smith,” the senator re­
plied parenthetically and turned to bis 
paper again as if he was about to re- 
sumo tile reading.
“Uli, thunder," snorted the genera! in 
response, “I thought you was talking 
about Cuptaiu John T. Smith—at least 
that is the man 1 had in mind all the 
time. You know, there were two (lap- 
tain Smiths in my brigade. One was 
Captain John T. Smith, whom every­
body nicknamed as ’John the Coward,’ 
ami th e re  was plain Captain John 
{Smith, whom everybody nicknamed 
‘Joint the Hold,’ and bold indeed he 
was. There is no braver, more truth­
ful and more upright man in every re- 
speet in all the state of Missouri, Vest, 
than this same plain Captain John  
Smith ‘the bold.’ Furthermore, Vest, 
every word he has written in that ar- 
tiele is the unvarnished truth from be­
ginning to end. I’ll vouch for plain 
Captain John Smith every time. Be­
sides, I was there, you know, and I 
know it Is so.”
“But, general,” the senator rejoined 
as he fairly exploded with laughter, 
“you see. the article is sigued by John 
T. Smith, not the plain John Smith. 1 
did not think at the time that the mid­
dle initial would assist j’ou in Identify­
ing this m an; hence my failure to give 
his full name as It is written here 
when I first inquired about him.”
This was too much for the general. 
Bounding from his seat and shaking 
his finger in the senator’s face, he 
eaid:
“Vest, of all the demons that stalk 
upon the face of the earth you are the 
biggest aud most heartless. I’ll not 
eat with you. sir.”—Kansas City Star.
S ir  W a l t e r  S c o t t ’* F l a c k .
When Sir Walter Scott was left pov­
erty stricken, with debt amounting to 
$700,000, lie said to his creditors, “Give 
me time, and I shall be able to pay you 
every farthing.” Having relinquished 
his property to ids creditors, be said to 
a friend in a deep, thoughtful tone: “It 
must be very hard tiius to lose nil the 
labors of a lifetime ami be a poor man 
at last. But if God grants me strength 
and life a few years longer I have no 
doubt I shall be able to pay it all.”
He then set to work ir. earnest, and 
during tlte three years that followed 
performed a literary feat unparalleled 
and reaped immense profits. In these 
three years, from 1827 to 1830, he wrote 
and published about thirty different 
volumes, making more than ten a year. 
Besides this lie was editing an edition 
of his novels, to which he added copi­
ous notes, and such was the demand 
for these works that over 1,000 persons 
were occupied in their mere manufac­
ture. It seems hardly credible, but 
nineteen of these volumes were edited 
and published in a year. The profits 
resulting from these three years of la­
bor amounted to something like $300,- 
000.
B o u g h t  H e r  O w n  G o w n .
They tell a story of an unfortunate 
Parisian society woman who, being ter­
ribly pushed for a gown to wear at a 
great occasion, sold seven gowns for 
the price of one to Mine. X. Among 
these gowns was one hardly rumpled 
and which, though very magnificent, 
had evidently been worn at most only 
once. This dress Mine. X. sold as a 
model to Mine. Y., who was the society 
woman’s dressmaker and who had 
been obdurate about making another 
tiling for the poor little woman with­
out cash down. When this “model” 
came in she saw a chance for big re­
turn of money, so she compromised 
with her customer and agreed to let 
her have a new dress, Just Imported, 
for a very low figure. Whereat the 
poor little woman paid all the money 
she had received for all her dresses and 
out Mme. Y. brought the model. The 
poor woman talked herself blue in the 
face, hut she could not say anything 
to protect herself without betraying 
her dealing with Mme. X., so, >oor 
thing, she danced In her old frock 
after all, having swapped all her other 
gowns for the privilege.
A T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  Sce ne .
A fashionable audience in Paris lis­
tened to a lecture on chemistry by a 
celebrated chemist. At the conclusion 
of the lecture a lady and gentleman 
who were among the first to leave the 
hall had reached the open air when the 
lady caught her escort staring at her. 
“What is the matter';’’ asked the ma- 
dane in surprise. •'Pardon me, but you 
are quite blue!” The lady returned to 
the hall and approached u mirror. She 
started back In horror. The rouge upon 
her cheeks had been converted into a 
beautiful blue by the chemical decom­
position which had taken place under 
the influence of the gases which had 
been generated during the lecture. The 
majority of the women In the audience 
had suffered in a similar manner. 
There were all sorts of colors blue, 
yellow, violet and black. Sonic whose 
vanity had induced them to put ivory 
on tin* skin, coral on tlie lips, rouge on 
the cheeks and black on tin* eyebrows 
had undergone a ludicrous transforma­
tion.
' M u *  l  o i i K  r i - M. s l o i i a >  L i b r a r y .
in i’ ; tine I •■midi tig t h e  Ido-ary of 
c u r  •-nouM he safe against, d o ­
st ' ...-I i .in for many con: u r i c s .  Lire has 
Co -! t h e  tv ."’Id many oi '  its g r e a t e s t  e o ) .  
I c e t  ..ins. ir r u i n e d  t h e  a n e i e i i t  Alexan­
dra,n llbfars of l l i e  Ptol emies  
t l ; - ‘ < ' t i n . n i . m s  s a c k e d  t h e  t . - n q i  ,• of
i ■ I ■: s  i n  t i n -  y e a r  U7 .V. I t  c o s t  t h e
V'orid thousands of ancient manu- 
s ripts that were stored in ( 'onslantl- 
U o p I e when tile ( 'ru saders  captured 
tin* city. Twice the library of congress 
has suffered by lire first a t  the d e ­
struction of tiie eapitol by the British 
in INI 1 and again jn ishl.  In its p res ­
ent housing it is p r o t e c t e d  by every 
possible safeguard  and directed in its 
development by the most expert of 
custodians. And with a sense of pride 
in which all Americans must share t h e  
nation lias given to its foremost sculp 
tors and art is ts  the opportunity to 
enrich Its walls with their works. It 
is a  m onum ent to American thought 
and learning, which must, grow in 
value and significance with each year. 
- N e w  York World.
Toil f u r i o u s .
One well known New York woman 
has discovered, like some others of iter 
sex. that it does not pay to he too cu r i­
ous One of the old family reta ilers is 
a Scotchman named William, who does 
not believe in glossing over tin* tru th  
for the sake of sparing  his l is tener’s 
feelings. The woman in question, a l­
though possessed of considerable charm 
of manner, is not a beauty  and knows 
it. H e r  husband, recently  deceased, 
was a rem arkab ly  handsome man, and 
liis w ife was one of his sinoerest ad ­
mirers. One day when she w as  looking 
a t  her husband 's  p ic ture on the mantel 
in the s it t ing  room William was fuss­
ing around the grate, and in a m om ent 
of impulse she asked:
“ William, w hat do you think made 
such a handsome man as Colonel S. 
m arry  such a plain w om an as me?"
William looked from the por tra i t  to 
the speaker, m edita ted  a second and 
a n s w e re d :
“ Must have been h eaven ’s will, 
m a ’am .”
Tli«* A f r i c a n  D r u m .
The African drum appears  in varied 
and often p ic turesque forms. The n a ­
tives make d rum s out of shells, tree 
trunks  or earthenw are ,  covered with 
the skin of s >me wild anim al or some­
times with india rubber. Of tin* origi­
nal calabash d rum s then* is probably 
only one specimen in Europe. Some of 
the d rum s are  highly ornam ented  
either by pain ting  or carving. One 
specimen, indeed, h.",s pur.'/led travelers, 
for there is depicted on it u n m is tak a ­
bly a cross and also a head of European  
type. A 'drum found in upper I.milaha 
In s  a unique p e e i i l i a r i t y  in tin* way of 
a “ ;ymp;itl:et ic cord,” formed by means 
of :t small tube ingeniously inserted in 
the side of the instrument, which 
causes, when the drum  is beaten, a vi- 
bra ion re.-emb’ing tha t of tin* reed 
pipe.-- Southern Workman.
W a t c h  a n d  S e e .
A well known h ivseinan describes n 
fact in na tu ra l  history which may not 
la* generally known. It is tha t  till four 
foott*d beasts in making the first move­
ment in walking, runn ing  or any sort 
of fo rw ard  motion a lw ays  employ the 
loft hind leg as a s ta rter .  Even a 
child if pu t  down on all fours and bid­
den to advance in tha t  position will 
m ake  the first move with its left leg, 
its hands at tin* time occupying the 
place of an anim al 's  fore legs.
Ricker Notes.
Miss Stella Anderson of Mars Hill,
called on us Wednesday.
The senior rings and pins have ar-
! rived.
j B u . -k e t  L y ll  a m o n g  t h e  g i r l s  is p r o -
j grossing finely. There is excellent 
I material among oui girls and interest-
| ing games are expected.
Rehearsals for the Freshman Read- 
| ing began this week.
j The sen.or play has been chosen and 
: work will soon begin.
The Philomusian Society held a 
: meeting W ednesday evening. The 
; progr tm was as fellows :
I Music, Misses Lord and Buzzell
' I(eading, Prof. Taylor
Current Events, M iss Rachel Felch 
Debate
j Resolved, That Foot Ball Should he 
Abolished,
Affirmative, Miss Evelyn Ford, Mr.
Bishop, Mr. Pelletier 
Negative, Mr. Tracy, Miss Olliver, 
Mr. Hogan.
Mr. Taylor’s reading was one of the 
most amusing ever heard. Mis gestures 
were so iealistic and his allusions to 
the “ boys” so well made.
Hodgdon.
A n  A rco m iil lu lie t l  F a c t .
“ Grandm a, may I take  th a t  piece of 
chocolate you loft on the table? I will 
be so good.”
“ Yes, you may take  it.”
The little girl does not move.
“ Why don’t yon go and get i t?”
“Oh, grandma, dear, I ate it first!”
The great revival at Hodgdon was 
suddenly discontinued for the present 
on account of several cases of small-pox 
breaking out near I he village. These 
meetings have accomplished wonders 
and were of wide-spread interest. Rev. 
N. Corinth M. McLean has had a large 
experience in conducting general evan­
gelistic meetings. Rev. Mrs. McLean, 
called the “ Sweet Gospel Singer,” is a 
sister of Mrs. Gilman Jewett. Mr. 
and M rs. McLean are both successful 
soul winners. Our oldest church people 
say they never witnessed such a won­
derful revival as this one. A most 
beautiful spirit of oneness was mani­
fested, as all the pastor- and churches 
united so harmoniously together. As a 
result, some 75 persons or more, pro­
fessed conversion. The converts are 
bright and actively engaged in Christian 
work to lead otheis to Christ. The 
church was packed to its utmost with 
people who gave marked attention. 
Great regrets are exprened that right in 
the midst of such a marvellous woik of 
grace, the meetings should have to be 
so abruptly broken off. The cases of 
small-pox are of a light form and are 
outside of the village, and as soon as 
this small-pox scare is over, the meet­
ings are to be taken up and continued 
indefinitely. * *  *
WE WILL START YOU
IN THE
Tea & Coffee Business.
We otter a special opjxjrtunity and will start 
you in a lea. Coffee and Spice business of 
your own ; hundreds have been successful un­
der our co-operation and are now prosperous 
merchants : We assist you and work with you 
to make you successful ; teas in any quantities 
Sc, to 25c. per pound for the finest grades ; 
write for our lboti price list and special infor­
mation ; 55 years business.
New York, China & Japan Tea Co.
IMPORTERS,
Audson &  Canal Sts., New York City.
NOTICE.
When Mailing Deeds for 
Record, please send U. S. Bills, 
Si.ver or Money Order, and 
only Stamps sufficient for re­
turn of Deeds, as Stamps can­
not be exchanged for currency.
Not i c e  ok F i kst  M e e t i n g o f  C r e d i t o r s  
In the District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of j In 
Albert McMann >
Bankrupt. ) Bankruptcy. 
To the creditors of Albert McManu, of
Linneus. in the county of Aroos­
took and district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th day of 
Jan., A. 1). I90t», the said Albert McMann 
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and 
that the first meeting of his creditors will be 
held at the office of Kdwin L. Vail in Boul­
ton, on the 3rd day of Feb., A.
D. 19015, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon 
at which time tire said creditors may attend, 
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, 
examine the bankrupt, and transact such 
other business as may properly come before 
said meeting.
EDWIN L. VAIL, 
Referee in Bankruptcy. 
4 Dated at Houlton, Jan. 15, i960
Notice  o f  F irst  Me e t in g  o f  Creditors
In the District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of 1 
Gejrge A. Little, > In Bankruptcy, 
bankrupt.)
To the creators of George A. Little, of 
Littleton, in the county of Aroostook 
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th day 
of Jam, A. I). 1906, the said George A. 
Little was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and 
that the first meeting of his creditors will be 
held at the oifice of Edwin L. Vail in Houlton, 
on the 3rd day of Feb., A, D. 1906, at 
10 o’clock in the forenoon, at which tine the 
said creditors may attend, prove their claims, 
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and 
transact such other business as may properly 
come before said meeting. .
EDWIN L. VAIL, 
Referee in Bankruptcy. 
Dated at Houlton, Jan. 15, 1906. 4
p a r r i f l
At the Free Baptist parsonage, Crys­
tal, Me., Jan. 13, 1906, by the Kev. J. 
N. Noble, Mr, Harland R. Gould and 
Miss Edna Hall, both of Patten, Me.
DIED.
Died of appendicitis, after a week of 
great suffering, Virgil D Shaw, aged 4 
years and 9 months, little son of Rev- 
erdy and Allie Shaw. Funeral services 
at Baptist church, conducted by Rev. 
F. Adah Miller.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, George A. Little of Littleton, in 
the County of Aroostook and State of Maine, 
by his mortgage deed dated September 24th. 
1904, recorded in the Aroostook Registry of 
Deeds, vol. 208, page 357, conveyed to me, the 
undersigned, the following described real es­
tate in said Littleton, being the west half of 
lot numbered Four (4), Range Five (5). ac­
cording to the plan of said Littleton, made in
1838 and 1839 by James Hall, being the same 
premises conveyed to him by Fred A. Little. 
Now, t herefore, the condition of said mort-
je is broken, b y reason whereof I claim a 
foreclosure thereof, and give this notice for 
that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, January 17, 1906.
DUNCAN MANSON, 
By his attorneys, Powers & A rch ibald .




Embalmers and Funeral Director.
Opera House Block,
17 Court St. HOULTON, M A IN S.
REMOVAL SALE!
We are obliged to move out of our present 
quarters on Main St. for the masons and 
carpenters to finish,
Positively will give big bargains as we do not 
want to move goods. Anyone knows that we give 
big values at our store.
Ladies White Drawers 15c 
“ Lace trimmed “ 25c
Oilcloth 17c yd. 
Ribbon 5c yd.
Ladies Night Robes 37c 
Children’s White Dresses 25c
12 qt. Tin Pails 10c 
Towels 5c, 10c, 16c
Ladies’ 26c Cashmere Hose 18c 
“ “ Fleece “ 12>£c
Round Burner
Nickel Lamps $1.10
25c Box Paper 16c 
Bound Books 10c
Great cut in our 
Crockery and Glassware.
H. A.
M  A  I >, S T .
McLELLAN,
HOULTON.4
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THE PARLIAMENTARY WHIP. IN THE NITRATE COUNTRY.
4fc
I*  ft> Im portant O ffic ia l and Gets 
a  Good Salary.
When private affairs or other matters 
naka it Impossible for our lawmakers 
to attend to their duties in house or 
senate a “pair” is made out with a 
member of the opposition and filed 
with the dark. This acts to preserve 
the balance of the majority, since one 
rote from each side Is taken away. 
The matter is entirely one of personal1 
mrrangoment, and the clerk’s only duty 
to to record the fact.
la  parliament there is an official to 
fteparo these pairs and to act as 
-w tm  for his party, the place carry*
> tag With it a salary of $10,000 as pat- 
imago secretary.
The parliamentary whip is something 
■KUO than an arranger of pairs, how- 
, Ster, for his chief duty lies lu seeing 
that all members of his pajrty are pres- 
. Snt When there la likely to be a ueed 
Of thstyr .vote* and for this purpose he 
' i o6t through his assistants no­
te which the importance of the 
* OVSttte^to^come la shown by the num- 
underscored lines used.
; A one line whip, wherein the subject 
i f  tea debate and other information are 
tedariOMtd but once, la not regarded 
aa being particularly pressing, but a 
vtwo line whip commands attention, and 
g three Una whip means that the reclp- 
wbo absents himself is liable to 
In disfavor with his party, 
are used only in announcing 
it/Oointat’ and no one who receives 
joAwjflonal; five line whip would 
L .of remaining away unless ill in
jtafhament pairing is a matter ar- 
T'tjJT the whips of the opposing 
•and'not by those who seek to 
their duties. At times there arc 
mistakes made as each seeks 
te  pataaffAon* one who would In auy 
event remain away. The most nota- 
oaae was one wherein a man abed 
a broken leg was paired with a 
•ber.wbo bad just died, each whip 




A r t  S n » l « i « l ,  bwt tb«  
Am  D*n*eroua.
f e l l  draft la meant the currents of 
an Inclosed space. Our fore- 
lbuted nearly all the evils 
them to drafts, and they 
have slept in uncurtained 
mkWag. Of course their 
and. doors. were shaky, and 
a r . apart so drafts were 
Me. But the modern sci- 
tries to deny drafts alto- 
calls them winds, which are 
and eten healthy to a certain
Who cares to find out the 
between a wind and a draft 
•k in  any apartment which has 
_ deferent sides of the 
him open a window on a 
day on the side of the house 
'  Ich the wind blows. The air 
m  in is quite harmless if 
exposed to It be dressed in 
dkrthes, and Httle children may 
g  a ir  in a room thus ventilated, 
open s  window past which 
Mews, and it will be found 
air In the room is -moved by a 
g  eirrMWi all of which strive 
It the passing 
lucks op the air In the 
■ad drawn it opt* and this causes 
yoora to have what la called a
upon sensitive persons is 
flit; like the forerunner 
to come. A draft will always 
so colder than the wind. Very 
drafts are those that are 
tn railway cars by the rapid 
Cf the train. It is not wind 
«gsta into the carriages, but the 
car which to sucked out A 
match held to the chink of the 
will prove this, as the, flame 
toward the window* not 
it.
Wri#o#» Bens « f  Serrevr.
poem entitled .‘The Bridge/ H 
gfellew, “was written in por- 
made me feel for tbe Ipaell- 
etbers. I was a widower at the 
I used sometimes to go over 
to Boston openings to meet 
and return near midnight by 
way. The way was aitent 
and there a belated footstep, 
use or fell among tbe wooden 
there was a great furnace on 
iton hills whose red light was 
tgMbe wav**, * It was on such 
solitary walk that the spirit of 
cazue^upontzoe. The bridge 
gteatly altered, but the place 
!|» the same.”
|  B s f l l A  Cookery.
[tench cookery came from Italy, but 
id before France attained auy dis- 
spdn English cooking was spoken of 
$ 9  best In Barope, After the reign 
Mmrj, T ill, soups and fish fell into 
Ipral disuse, and larger quantities ot 
• t  occupied their place. “In the 
ga of James II. cookery had fallen 
• a  lowest depth. , It revived a little 
tea reigns of Anne.and George I., 
tenanted again in tbe reigna of 
teg* II. and III., until at last Eng- 
l ooking was little better than that 
tea ancient Britons.”—London Tele-
B o  W asn’t Aerobatic.
Hiss Prue Dent—Papa says you are 
Dprflvldeut and that he will never 
tmsent to my marrying a man that is 
nftble to make both ends meet. Orr- 
flip 'Harduppe-Well, I’m afraid I 
ball never be able to do so. I’m no 
ontortlonist. Good evening. — Pitts- 
nrg Dispatch.
3h# wise man Is be who asks a great 
enl of advice and takes a very little
f i t  *• ‘'**• i -----
I n d u s t r y  o t  t h e  B a r r e n ,  D a i t f  D e s ­
e r t s  o f  S o u th  A m e r i c a .
In bis “Commercial T rave le r  In South 
America” Frank Wiborg writes: “We 
stopped at a number of the nitrate 
towns—I’lsagua, Iquique, Autofagasta 
—and I visited some of the mills, or 
officinas, in order to see something of 
the industry. Deposits of the crude 
nitrate of soda, called here ‘caliche,’ 
are found in the pampa, or rolling pla­
teau, beyond the first range of foot­
hills. In some places this plateau is 
but ten miles from the coast, in others 
as far as fifty miles. The pampa Is an 
Utterly barren desert. On the surface 
there Is nothing to tempt the heart of 
man, but n few feet down lies the ni­
trate stratum. This presents much the 
appearance of rock salt and varies in 
color, according to the purity of the 
deposit, from a whitish tint to a dark 
gray. The upper earth is blown away 
with dynamite, and then the caliche is 
dug out with pick and shovel, loaded on 
Iron carts and carried up to the mills.
“Here the caliche is first broken into 
small pieces by heavy crushers and 
then put iuto large boiling vats. Inside 
these vats are colls of steam  pipes, by 
means of which the temperature can be 
regulated accurately. Sea water is 
poured In, and the caliche is boiled for 
a certain time. Tbe liquid solution th a t  
results Is drawn off into se ttl ing  vats, 
which are exposed to the open air and 
the sun. Evaporation Is rapid, and the 
pure nitrate of soda soon begins crys­
tallizing and settling to the bottom. 
After this has gone on for some time 
the remaining liquid is drawn off and 
the crust of nitrate is scraped from the 
sides and bottom of the vat and thor­
oughly dried in the sun. Then it is 
graded according to quality and packed 
for shipment in 100 pound sacks.
“Most of the nitrate exported Is used 
as a fertilizer, but a part goes to the 
manufacture of powder and high ex­
plosives. Tbe nitrate towns are even 
barer and drier and less inviting than 
most of the other bare, dry towns of 
tbe coast. To some of them fresh wa­
ter la brought in pipes from a distance 
of more than 100 miles. Before the day 
of these pipes It used to be sold in the 
streets by the gallon. That water even 
now, though not scarce, yet Is not plen­
tiful, Is perhaps some excuse for the 
awful dust that blows everywhere.”
THE DEVIL'S CODE.
M f r a i  of a  Monk, Sntnn and n Q uick  
I li lk t ’l  W ork.
Stockholm's public library contains a 
wonderful work which is called “The 
Devil’s Code” and which, in addition 
to its extraordinary name, is said to be 
the biggest manuscript in tbe world. 
Every letter Is most beautifully drawn, 
and the magnitude of tbe work is so 
great that it seems impossible for any 
single monk to have done It.
The story of the origin of the manu­
script, however, not only gives It as 
the work of one man, but also states it 
to be the work of a single night 'The 
story runs as follows:
“A poor monk bad been condemned 
to death, but wan told mockingly by 
his judges that if he was able to copy 
the whole ‘Code’ between darkness and 
dawn he would be saved. Relying up­
on tbe Impossibility of the task, those 
who sentenced him furnished him with 
the original copy of the ‘Code,’ with 
pen, Ink and parchment and left him.
“Death must have been as little liked 
in the middle ages as it is now, for the 
monk, forgetting the hopelessness of 
his task, commenced i t  Before long, 
however, he saw that he could not save 
hla own life by such weak exertions, 
and, fearing a cruel and horrible death, 
he invoked the aid of the prince of 
darkness, promising to surrender his 
soul if he were assisted in tbe task.
“The devil kindly obliged by appear­
ing on the spot accepted the contract 
gnd sat down to the work, and next 
morning The Devil’s Code’ was finish­
ed, the monk being found dead. The 
copying clerk from the Infernal re­
gions presumably fled away with the 
poor man’s soul as soon as the wicked 
compact was finished.” — Pearson’s 
Weekly.
X h a k u m M lis .
A New York judge, speaking of a 
mistake that had been made, said: “It 
might have been embarrassing—as em­
barrassing as the position of a young 
gian of Toledo whom I heard about the 
other day. He had been calling now 
and then on a young lady, and one 
night as be sat in the parlor waiting 
for her to come down her mother en­
tered the room Instead and asked him 
In a very grave, stern way what his 
Intentions were. He turned very red 
and was about to stammer some inco­
herent reply when suddenly the young 
lady called down from the bead of the 
stairs, ‘Mamma, mamma, that ie not 
the one!’ ”
Rem em bered tbe Text.
A little Topeka girl came home from 
church the other day and was asked 
what the minister’s text was. “I know 
It all right,” she asserted. “Well, re­
peat it,” her questioner demanded. 
“Don’t be afraid and I will get you a 
bedqullt,” was the astonishing answer. 
Investigation proved that the central 
thought of the sermon had been, “Fear 




CORNKR KKM.KliAN A N 1 > M J L I T  A K \  v |  . 
Pastor REV. LEVEKKTT K. D A N IE L S  
Residence 43 School Strict. 
SUNDAY SEUVKT-iS.
Morning Worship and Sermon 10.30 a . m. 
Sunday School 11.45 a . m.
Young Peoples Religious Union 7.no r. m. 
Four O’Clock Vesper Service the Second 
Sunday of each Winter Month.
ALU WELCOME.
F ree  Baptist Church.
CoKN'KJi K kI.I.EHAN AND MlU'IAKY Si. 
Pastor REV. F. (’LAliKE HARTLEY 
Residence ;u» Highland Avenue. 
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Preaching hum  a . m . 7 r .  m.
Bible School and Pastors Class 11.45 a . m . 
Christian Endeavor Service] <>.00 r .  m.




REV. .1. A. FORD M. A. Pastor. 




Song Service and Sermon 
Prayer Meeting Tuesday
T he  C hurch  o f  the Good S hepherd .
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Morning Service 10.;to a . m .
Evening Service 7.00 i \  m.
Sunday School 0.45 a . m.
FRIDAYS.
Litany 7.30 i \  m.
Sittings free. All Welcome.
J. C. KOON, Rector.
C ongregational Church.
Court St .
Pastor REV. DANIEL E. PUTNAM. 
Residence, 30 Kellera l Street.
SUN It AY SERVICES.
Preaching Service 10.30 a . m.
Sunday School 11.45 a . m.
Praise|Service with brief Address 7.<*o i \  m.
TUESDA Y.
Prayer Meeting 7.30 a
Methodist Episcopal Church. 
CORNER MlI.ITAKY ANT SCHOOL STS.
Pastor, REV. G. E. EDGETT. 
Residence, 28 School St. 
SUNDAY SERVICES.
FOX BROS.
Morning Worship and Sermon 
Sunday School 
Epworth league 
Song Service and Sermon 
TUESDAYU Piayer Meeting 
FRIDAY. Class Meeting
All Welcome.
10.30 A. m . 
12.00 A. M. 
(i.00 I*. M, 
7.00 I’. M. 
7.30 l*. M. 
7.3j0 I' M.
First P resbyterian  Church.
CORNER H ig h  a n d  M il it a r y  S t s . 
rastor, REV. K EN N ETH  McKAY. 
Manse, Next door lo Church on High Street.
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Sunday School 0.30 a . m .
Morning Worship lout) a . m
Junior C. E. Service 2.30 i \  m .
Service in Church on Foxeroft Road 2..i0 p. m 
C. E. Service 6.30 i \  m .
Evening Worship r.-m r .  m
TUESDAY. Prayer Meeting 7.30 r .  m .
Great Reduction 





F o x  Bros.,
A R O O S T O O K ' S  
G R E A T E S T  
C L O T H I E R
Houlton, Presque 
and Caribou.




A r o o st o o k , s s ., January 10, 19Ob-
Taken this tenth day of January, A. D- 
1906, on execution dated December 19th, l!H)5> 
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme 
Judicial Court for said County of Aroostook, 
at a term thereof begun and held ut Caribou, 
within and for said County, on the first 
Tuesday of December, A. I). 1905, to wit:— 
On December 15th, 1905, in favor of The 
American Agricultural Chemical Company, a 
corporation duly existing by law and having 
an established place of business in Boston, in 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and 
against George A. Little of Littleton, in said 
County of Aroostook, for Six Hundred and 
Fifty-nine Dollars and Forty-three Cents, 
debt or damage, and Seventeen Dollars and 
Thirty-seven Cents, costs of suit, and w ill be 
sold at public auction to the highest bidder at 
the office of George A. Gorham, in Houlton, 
in said County of Aroostook, on the fourteenth 
day of February, A. D. 1906, at nine o'clock 
in the forenoon, the following described real 
estate, and all the right, title and interest 
which the said George A. Little has in and 
to the same, or had on the 24th day of June, 
A. D. 1905, at two o'clock and twenty minutes 
in the afternoon, the time when the same was 
attached on the original writ in the action 
wherein said judgment was rendered, to w it — 
The west half of I/>t numbered Four (4), 
Range Five (5), in the South Division of 
Littleton, in said County of Aroostook, ac­
cording to James Hall’s survey and plan of 
sai l Littleton, made in 1838 and 1839, contain­
ing fifty (50) acres, more or less.
MARTIN LAW LIS, Sheriff.
M other Gray’s S w ee t  
Children.
P o w d e rs  for
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse in 
the Children’s Home in New York, Cure 
Feverishness, Bud stomach, Teething Dis­
orders, move and regulate the Bowels and Des­
troy Worms. Over ;5d,ooo testimonials. Thev 
never fail. At all Druggists, 25c. Sample 
FREE. Address, Allen s. Olmsted, I.e Rov, 
N. Y.
For Sale.
At a bargain oneorgan in good condition. 
’ ’ T U ......  ............
HOTEL 
EXCHANGE.
Island Falls, Me. i
’Phis Hotel is located in one of the smart and 
thriving towns of Aroostook County, and any 
one wishing to step right in to a good paying 
business and get a good bargain at the same 
time, will never lie able to better themselves 
than to buy the above propel ty. Any com­
petent judge of Real Estate will tell you that 
I am offering a big trade in this hotel. Why 7 
Bemuse the owner for the very best reason, 
(which will be made known to those interest­
ed) is anxious to make a sale at the earliest 
possible moment. The property consists of 
large office with writing room, large dining 
room, public ;>arlor, large kitchen, sleeping j 
rooms for help off the kitchen, laundry and j 
wood shed, 4 private rooms, 20 sleeping rooms 
on the first floor, 24 beds on the second floor. 
Hot arid cold water in all parts of the house, 
acetylene gas and electric lights. 5 horses,
5 sets single harness, set double harness, set 
light double harness, 2 new rubber tired 
wagons, 2 single wagons, 1 two-seated wagon,
1 one-horse truck wagon, 2 sleighs, 2 pungs. 
l two-seated pung, summer and winter hacks,
4 rotjes, 1 six-horse power boiler, 1 steam 
pump, 1,000 feet 2-inch galvanized pipe, l.ooo 
feet ;>-4 inch galvanized pipe, 1,400 feet 4- 
inch sewer pipe, large run to river. Any 
party or parties interested, would l>e pleased 
to have them call and inspect the property, 
and see the business that is being done by 
this hotel. The price I name will show you 
I want to sell. Terms easy if desired.
THEO. J. FOX,
Real Estate Broker, 
Houlton, Me.
Inquire at MES OFFICE.
Bud of His Dream.
“I thought you said you were going 
to have a deu in your new house.” 
“Yes, I did expect to, but after It 
had gone so far that we couldn’t 
change things my wife discovered that 
she would need another closet.”—Chica­
go Kecord-Herald.
A great lie is like a great fish on dry 
land; it may fret and fling and make a 
frightful bother, but it cannot hurt 
you. You have only to keep st*ll and It 
will die of itself.—Crabbe.
Where He Got It.
A number of politicians in Washing­
ton were discussing the tendency of a 
certain well known politic al speaker in­
variably to allude to his party’s suc­
cesses as having been “ directed by the 
hand of Providence.”
“ It’s most extraordinary,” said Re­
presentative John Sharp Williams, 
“ but he really seems sincere in that 
conviction. At the same time, gentle­
men, while I haven’t the least object­
ion to the Senator’s having an ace up 
his sleeve occasionally, I do wish he 
would not always insist that Providence 
put it there !”
Short Line to Montreal
Through Fast Express leaving Halifax at 
8.(hi a. m. St. John 6.05 p. m. daily excep- 
Sumlay.
f n st and Second class coaches and sleepers 
Halifax to Montreal.
Dining- Cars between Truro and 
Mattavvamkeag and between Sher­
brooke and Montreal.
PACIFIC EXPRESS
From Montreal every day at 9.40
a. tii. for all points.
CANADIAN N O R T H W E S T , 
K O O T N E Y  and PAC IFIC  C O A S T .
'Phis Train Carries First and
.Second Class Coaches and
Palace vSleepers.
AJ,S<> T O U R I S T  S L K K P E R S
I’.very .Sunday, Monday and 
Thursday
Round Trip Rates to Colorado, 
California and N, P. Coast points
Come and see our
ENGINES
SET UP FOR ACTUAL WORK, 
ARRANGED FOR GENERAL 
WORK WHERE POWER 
IS REQUIRED
Pumping Water, Sawing Wood, &c.
WE WANT YOUR IDEAS.
I The Fairbanks Company |
*  196 EXCHANGE STREETT,
BANGO R, M A I N E .
% J B J * J * J * J * J * J * J f J * J f J * J * J * J * J * J * %
W  t u s ~  1 a ___ 1 n « , . i  BThis Ideal Engine is a Square Deal
q u o t e d  on  
r a t e s  a p p l y .
( 'nil on M T. PEARSON, 
nr write to F. K. PERKY, I). I 
ST. JOHN N. B
application. Lowest
A., C. P. K.
P A R K E R ’S  
H A IR  B A L L  AM
Cleaint;* *rul bcautifiei tin; h*ir. 
IVomnte* A luxuriant growth. 











k Stevens T an k &  Tower Co
------------------ — -  —  -  —
*
It is sold to responsible parties 
on trial. If it does not suit 
you, it costs you nothing. It 
is guaranteed for a whole year, 
a n d  o u r  guarantee means 
something. This engine will 
start perfectly in cold weather. 
If you want a gasoline engine, 
you will no mistake in trying 
our ‘‘Ideal/’
Send for prices and catalogues of
( iasoline Engines all sizes, Silo*,
Steam Boilers ft Engines, Feed Cutters,
Sawmill Outfits, Windmills,
Wood Saws, Tanks Galv. and Wood,
I)tag Saws, Pumps,
Grinders, Pipe and Fittings.
ESTABLISHED IN 1893. 
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A l t  f e t  t W  V o l ,
Afl AmtrloM city once asked Mac* 
Aioaniet, the acnlptor, to enter a design 
fot army tad  navy groups for u sol 
ilera* and sailors’ monument. He de­
clined to compete. Then the commie 
•ion was tendered to him outright. He 
submitted sketches of his Idea for the 
frospe. The committee In charge of 
Iks monument wrote him, asking, 
“How many toils of granite do you in 
ttod to Use In the base?” His reply 
was: “If yon are in the business of 
Baying granite you may use ns uimh 
As yon want, one ton or 100,000 tons 
1 am an artist) and I never yet heard 
SC tu t beiod bought by the pound. 
Ml# question was dropped until the 
tonttact Mr the Commission was 
•mw*. When Mr. MncMonnles re 
A iw d It h i  discovered In It a clause 
pvoTifltafltfrat in case the bronzes were 
•W f thrown down from their base, by 
t t f  cease whatever, and any person 
AT property should be Injured, be and 
htl hairs forever should be liable for 
ths damage sustained. He returned 
the contract without comment unsign 
ad. Whan the committee wrote him, 
ashjMyllMufeason, his brief reply was, 
“YOdWhAf i r a arc too sharp.”—World's 
Work. .' "
Mhunlo tadar 
■ M o .  W  AM
e# flOMUm t
m  M io sg  la  Death.
Ik e  rating passion of Edward I. of 
iMfland was undoubtedly the pursuit 
0i  Mb Moil of uniting all the British 
one rale. His great ob 
Scotland, end the conquest 
• f eottaflfd, herefore, became a pas 
Wtn Wt|h1dm. stronger than years, It 
MBthtm to the bead of the army when 
he warn St only for a sick bed, and 
When h ttw ss  at last compelled to 
yield be sought to make this passion 
sen by ordering that the 
be boiled from bis bones 
skeleton should be car­
ol Me army and re­
fill Scotland was con-
most conspicuous instance 
passion strong in death” 
thsigfi many others would 
Of quotation. William Pitt's 
ahdtnrsd to bis last gasp and 
tapl utterance, as did Nel- 
" determination to secure 
of ths sea, while Ni.po- 
draam waa one of battle.
r— eat u d  Pigs, 
smuggling trick has been 
a customs officer ob the 
frontier. An Innocent 
reported to the officer 
fsttlag a large number of 
the frontier. The method, 
/W ild  ha to drive across at ln- 
cf half an hour, 8, 6,12 and 200 
smugglers arguing that If the 
lots could be sent over Mere 
no trouble with the 200.
ras naturally on the alert 
with the peasant’s state- 
ware driven over, then 
by twelve. All were al- 
b, and preparation! were 
receive the 200. But no more 
tad  the twenty-one ani- 




ite rr  Hind Limbs*
am not the only animals 
tffhlbit the possession of rudi- 
blnd limbs. In tbe whale 
'there Is no evidence externally of 
thnba, The fore limbs in them 
ceaverted Into tbe “flippers,” or 
ftwhunihig paddles. Tet when the skel- 
ip w iv  rx.i minted traces of a haunch 
and at'm lu' l rudimentary thigh bones 
are found. There Is developed in cer­
tain kinds of whales a bony piece rep- 
iMMeftrii..: tti • haunch. Tbe thigh bone 
Is 1 :t there Is a mere rudl-
taent Mt'Hrln*! to It, representing the 
-4hb| l'»!n of other animals.
l«»i tx'nivillss For Hleeoogbs.
/ f M  Litej ... .i seems to be a modern 
alKl dangerous uisease, but tbe ancients 
.knew It ami prescribed remedies that 
might now be tried advantageously. 
Oilsn rscomuieuded sneezing; Aetius 
•gpravsd of a cupping instrument with 
glin t beat to the breast; Alexander be- 
IMyisi t a in  esymel of squills; Alsaba- 
liv tas made use of refrigerant drafts; 
Shan** put his trust ip calefacients, 
gneb an cumin, pepper, rue and the 
ittMb IB vinegar; Rogerius looked kindly 
Mbeaiefaeient. attenuant and carmlna- 
t t f i  tasdldnas.
D r e n m i ,
A scientist explains some of the 
s t ra u g e  phenom ena of d ream s by say­
ing th a t  they ure due  to w hat  he calls 
“h ered itary  memory.” l i e  takes the 
“fall ing  th rough space” dream  and  
points out th a t  a f te r  suffering the men­
tal agony of falling the  sleeper es­
capes the shock of the  actual stopping. 
The  explanation  is tha t  the  falling sen­
sations have  been t ransm it ted  from 
remote ances tors  who were  fo r tuna te  
enough to  save themselves a f te r  full­
ing from grea t  Heights in tn-etops by  
c lutching the  branches. The molecu­
lar changes in the  cerebral cells due 
to the shock of stopping could not be 
t ransm itted  because victims falling td 
the bottom would be killed. In a slm 
ilar m anner  by revert ing  to the hab i ts  
of an im als  which existed cen turies  ago 
the sam e iuvestigutor finds an  expla 
uatiou for the  m ental s ta te  experienc­
ed by individuals  in various dream s 
tbe “pu rsu ing  m ons te r” dream, the 
“repti le  and verm in” dream, color 
d ream s, suffocation dream s, (lying 
d ream s und the like.
q u a c k  M e d i c i n e *  o f  U v k o i i c  H a y *
Nearly every th ing  in the animal 
kingdom was formerly used in the 
healing art.  In the oldest medical 
book now known, com pos 'd  in Helio­
polis, where <oice Joseph served in the 
house of Pot 'phar, we lind “ means for 
increasing tin? g rew th  of hair, p repa r­
ed for bVhesch, the m other of Teta, the 
king of tipper and lower Egyp t.”
Dogs’ teeth, overripe da tes  and 
asses’ hoofs were carefully cooked in 
oil and then grated. As T eta  lived be­
fore Cheops, this recipe for hair oil is 
older than the great pyramid at Glzeh 
and is supposed to date back more than 
6,000 yea88. The heads of venomous 
serpents have held an important place 
In medicine. A strong broth made 
from them and mixed with salt and 
spices and 100 other remedies was em­
ployed under the name of theriac as a 
cure for every conceivable disease. 
Three drops of the blood of an angry 
eat gave relief to the epileptic.
Camp T idbit*.
The muskrat may be broiled over the 
hot embers, with sliced bacon so ar­
ranged that the drippings run over the 
musquash as it cooks, or it may be 
made into a stew with vegetables and 
pork, and in this case the longer it 
simmers over the fire the better will 
be tbe results. Only seasoned campers 
ever have an opportunity to feast on 
the delicious nose of a moose or know 
the delights of marrowbones of deer 
split and mixed with parched corn- 
meal and eeoked all night, or dried 
venison pounded to fragments and 
cooked with rich bear’s fat, musk tur­
tle soup, porcupine steaks, with hell­
benders as a side disk. And, although 
thousands of muskrats are killed and 
eaten every year In Maryland and 
Delaware, probably bat few of aiy 
readers In the northern states will ex­
periment with this rodent—Outing.
n «  Bell.
la famed for the manufacture 
groat bells. The “Giant,” cast in 
Jfaseew in the sixteenth century, 
•ffitflM  nearly 820,000 pounds and re- 
•qatrafl twenty-four men to ring It. In 
3732 It fall, hat its fragments were re- 
«eaet along with other metal Into a bell 
wMeh weighed 443,000 pounds, tbe 
BBCtal of Which alone Is valued at $300,- 
400.
F i e u f  • (  D em o c racy ,  
teacher was tellln’ us that we 
all be on a e-quality In our 
•cboobroocD. Nobody should feel any 
better'll anybody else.”
“That’s right, George.”
“Say, ma, can I go to school today 
without washln’ my face? None of the 
last of 'em washes theirs.”—Cleveland 
Plain Dealer.
A Cat Artery.
A quick wltted woman stopped the 
flaw from a cut artery In the leg by 
putting tbe foot in three Inches of 
flow In a large jar and packing flour 
to file top of the jar, beating the flour 
down with a piece of stove wood.
C h U e ie  Cooking Secret*.
“I once attended a mandarin’s ban­
quet In Peking,” said an ex-consul, 
“and It was tbe most remarkable feast 
I ever sat down to. One course appear­
ed to be plain hard boiled eggs. The 
eggs came on unadorned. Their shells 
were Intact, and yet, when we broke in­
to them, we found that they contained 
nuts and sweetmeats. Another course 
was whole oranges, with unbroken 
skins, yet Inside the oranges were five 
different kinds of jelly. The Chinese 
guests took these two courses as a mat­
ter o f  course, but I, in amazement, ask­
ed our host how on earth they had been 
concocted. He smiled and shook bis 
head.
“ 4Ab, that,’ he said, Ms my cook’s 
secret.’ ”
W arren and Jefferson.
Joseph Jefferson was playing Sher­
idan's comedy of “The Rivals” In 
Boston on one occasion many years 
ago. Ills version of the play had been 
arranged in such a way as to give 
Bob Acres considerably more promi­
nence perhaps than the author origi­
nally Intended, occasionally at the ex­
pense of the other characters. Wil­
liam Warren, the old comedian, sat 
the play out and at its conclusion was 
asked, "How do you like Jefferson's 
Bob Acres V”
“Capital, capital,” replied Warren, 
“ ‘and Sheridan twenty miles away.’ ”
C a r l y l e ’*  W « y .
Carlyle appears in a brief reminis­
cence from the pen of Percy Fitzgerald 
thus; Tbe thing with Carlyle was to 
send out for a long churchwarden (a 
clay pipe) and a screw of tobacco, 
which put him in great good humor. 
He talked to his plate, as you might 
say. If anybody said anything from 
which he dissented you would hoar him 
murmuring, “Oh, the puir auld fooi; a 
regular puir auld fool!”
M ore L i g h t .
A case was being tried on the charge 
of selling impure whisky. The whisky 
was offered in evidence. Jury retired 
to try the evidence. Judge (presently) 
—\VThat Is the verdict? Foreman of 
the Thirsty Jury—Your honor, we want 
more evidence.—San Francisco News 
Letter.
A  C o n j u g a l  Tiff.
Husband—I see plainly you want to 
get up a quarrel. And in the street too! 
Wait at least till we are inside our own 
house. W ife-Im possible. I shall have 
cooled down before we get there.— 
Paris Journal.
A P a t ie n t  Scot.
Alexander Innes Slmnd iu his “A 
Medley of Memories” writes of an old 
Scotchman whom he knew in his boy­
hood. “ He used to drive ca ttle  in a 
flowing, flowered dressing gown, which 
hud been passed on to him, and lie only 
shaved Ida gray beard a t  long in ter­
vals. One of my earliest recollections 
is seeing him biting off the tails of a 
lit ter  of te rr ie r  puppies in the court 
yard. H e was a philosopher in bis own 
way, and with the free run of tin* s e r v ­
ants '  hall and bu tle r’s pan try  lit took
l i f e  e a s i l y .
“ He never complained. Once when 
the la milord paid a m orning visit tha t  
personage splashed from tin* d rainage 
outside the door inio a puddle within, 
where some ducklings were disport mg 
themselves, and the wet was dripping 
over him from the blackened raf ters .
“ 'Why. John.’ was the exclamation, 
•yon are in a terrible s ta te  here! We 
must have \o u r  roof overhauled ’ ‘Aye, 
it’s le tt in’ in some w ate r . ’ was the* re­
ply, iu i t  it’s gey thick, ami they ere 
but lit tle drops, and I do w ed  eiiettch 
in the bed under my auld um brella .’ ”
C o a a ld e ra t to n .
Jlmsoo—Now. you wouldn’t marry 
me, would you? Miss Sears—Most cer­
tainly not. But why do you ask such a 
question? Jlinson— Just to decide a bet.
Lst no man think lightly of good, j -------------------------
saying In his heart It will not benefit Man is the m erriest of all the species 
B t  Even by the falling of water drops of creation. Above and below him all 
S water pot is fllled.-Buddha.________ 1 are serious.-Add Ison. ______________
’W a n t e d  to  F i n d  t h e  C r n m b .
M am m a—W hat arc  you touring your 
.loll to pieces for? H a tt ie  I’m looking 
for the c rum b of comfort papa  said 
was to be found in everything.
F t i q u e t t c  o f  C a n n i b a l i s m .
“ Even uin nig the savages of French 
Africa who cut hum an  flesh, there are 
difiVreaees,” said Paul 1‘ucei, a young 
Italian traveler. “ Some while ago, 
when exploring !n that country, 1 learn ­
ed a good bit about the ways of the 
various tribes. In a m ajority  of them 
cannibalism  is indulged only when the 
bodies aro those of prisoners taken in 
battle. It is all r ight to ea t  persons 
who belong to hostile clans, but it 
would be a gross violation of tradition 
uud the custom of the luml to feast  
upon the friends or even upon m em ­
bers of the sam e tribe. 'Phis delicacy 
of sentiment, however, is not universal, 
and in one tribe in particu lar,  where i 
noted the absence of any old persons, 
l  learned that it was the proper thing 
to add the aged inhabitan ts  to tin* lo­
cal food supply. 'Pills confined the pop 
ulution to the young and hardy, for 
a t  the first signs of decrepitude the 
boiling pot was called into requisi­
tion.”—W ashington Dost.
H a r d  L i n e *  F o r  B a c h e lo r * .
“ K orea’s the wrong place lor  bache­
lors,” suid a traveler. “ Bachelors in 
Korea are  considered us children and 
have only children’s privileges. You, u 
K orean  bachelor, get thirsty. Ymi e n ­
te r  a rest house* and call for palm wine. 
The p retty  lit tle am b er  colored w a i t ­
ress says;
“ ‘.Married ?’
“ ‘No,’ says you.
“ ‘l le raus ,  then,’ says she. And out 
you go unsiaked.
“ You w an t  to vote, bu t they w on’t 
let you if you are not married.
“ You apply for a Job somewhere. 
‘I low  m any children have you?’ is tin* 
first question you’re asked.
“And as  soon as you say you ’re u n ­
m arried  they luHgh in your face to 
think tha t  you should p resum e to apply 
for work anvw here .”
W h e r e  R u b le *  S w im .
‘I spend m*y winters in Stsinoa,” said 
a  traveler.  “ It is a lw ays  sum m er 
tliere. There the babies swim. Can 
you Imagine a quainter ,  a more ch a rm ­
ing sight than a host of bnlses, none 
over tw o years old, laughing and 
crowing and sw im m ing like fish in 
pools of clour sea w ate r?  You will see 
this sight in Samoa. Samoan women 
believe sea baths  benefit babies, and 
in that equable climate they bathe their 
little ones daily the yea r  around. The 
youngster* soon learn to swim. They 
cun swim before they can walk. And 
to see these pretty  brown babies sw im ­
ming iu the sea is well worth a 5,000 
mile trip to Samoa.”—Philadelphia Bul­
letin.
E xtrava ga n t Shoe*.
D uring  the reigns of William Rufus, 
H enry  I. and  Stephen all sorts  of ex ­
t r a v a g a n t  shoes were worn. Tbe toes 
were sometimes long and pointed and 
sometimes m ade to ourl like a ra in ’s 
horn. Occasionally they were  tw isted  
in different directions, as though the 
fee t were doforim*d. The clergy pro­
tested and threatened, bu t the fashion 
continued in spite of the maledictions. 
Several persons were excom m unicated  
for w earing pointed shoes, bu t they 
took the risk.
knit, (he <’D itiz«*r.
The u-M* . f --.ct ; :t tk*<- -ssnry sup­
plement to ox-! ha-; iiad nine)) in th iem e 
In shaping tin* civil,, at am anil explora­
tion of the world. It is most probable 
th'M tin* oioest trade nudes  wort* ore- 
ai d for tin* salt trade-, as salt, and 
in -o n * formed tin* <-lii**f necessaries 
of the ancient days, ' ibis was ce r ta in ­
ly tin* case with tin* caravan  routes in 
Libya and the Sahara, while tin* mines 
of north India were the center of a 
large trade before the rime of Alexan­
der,
Another in ie r o i in g  fact is that salt 
lias played a considerable paid in lie* 
distribution of man. When it became 
absolutely Decenary to him, as it did 
a t  an early stage of his development, 
he was forced to m igra te  t« places 
where it could be obtained. 'i’lns 
brought him to tie* seashore, where he 
gained his ideas of maritime eouimeivv. 
Lastly, the preserva tive  effects of salt 
on flesh food made long oceanic vox - 
ages po-opo'e and thu- opened up the 
World to e<-mmerce and civilization.
H o w  C oH lirdN  W e r e  1’u n i*  lie<l.
.Manx *>f the device-. hy which mili­
tary indifference to h V has been m a ­
tured and sustained are  curious. In 
anei<- it A th-ms I la* public t cmples 
wen* i ■ 1: > -1 ■ I to those who refused mili­
tary er\ice, wlio deserted their ranks 
or lost the 'r  bm ku-rs. while a law con­
strained sm h offenders to sit for three 
days  -in the public forum dressed In 
the gunnc.Mis of women. Many a Spar- 
tain mother would s tab  her  son who 
came back alive from n defeat,  and 
such a man, if tie escaped his mother, 
was debarred  not only from public of­
fices, but from marriage, exposed to the
blows of all who chose to s tr ike  him, 
compelled to dre-ss iu mean, elotumg 
and to wear his beard negligently 
trimmed. In the same way a horse 
soldier who lied or I i-l his shield or re­
ceived a wound in any save the front, 
part of flu* body was by law prevented  
from ever a f te rw a rd  appear ing  iu p u b ­
lic*.
T h e  I-' irnt F l e e t r l e  T r a i n .
The earliest public trial of a passen­
ger boat driven by an electric motor 
Was lliat conducted by Professor J a ­
cobi of St. 1 etersliurg in the year  1K,!S, 
though for four years previously he 
bad siicces sfnliy experim ented with 
electric traction in tin* privacy of his 
own grounds The trial of Jacob i’s 
vessel took place mi tin* Neva and was 
witnc'-ved by ;. \ ; e t  crowd of people. 
The boat was twenty-eight, foot long 
find ten feet wide and carried fourteen 
persons.
It was not until four years la ter  that 
we find any record of a passenger ca r ­
riage driven by electricity on land, and 
in tins ease the inventor was A lexan­
der Davidson of Edinburgh. The c a r ­
riage was sixteen feet long by '.even 
feet wide and was impelled fur a mile 
and u half  at the ra te  of lour mile* uu 
hour on the Edinburgh and Glasgow 
railway.
Tli** G a m e  o f  ( h e  S h e e p .
Among the gypsies of Bosnia there 
Is a curious gam e called “ the game t»f 
the sheep."
\  ou know they skin a sheep or goat 
in the east bv dragging the skin off 
wholw over its head. This skin the 
Bosnians drip and grease most ca re ­
fully. Then they tie up the four legs 
and the neck and blow it full of air, so 
th a t  it looks like a very greasy, badly 
shaped sheep. This is thrown in the 
middle of a ring, and each man in turn  
jum ps -m it with ban* feet until one 
succeeds in bursting  it. The lucky one 
then gets jt purse. Sm h a funny sight 
as it is to see llu*m jum p  and sprawl, 
for of course if limy do not str ike if a t  
ju s t  tile r ight angle they slip on the 
greasy  surface  as if it w<*ro a toboggan 
»dide and go sprawling.
A COSTA RICAN VOLCANO.
P e n  P i c t u r e  o f  I’o n *  anti It*  D a n g e r *  
o n*  K a rro iim lin g a,
On tbe island of Costa Rico is the re­
m arkable  volcano of l ’oas. The cra ter  
lias an alritude of about S.500 feet. The 
t r iv e le r  who makes tin* ascent on 
reaching tin* lip of the c ra te r  finds h im ­
self a t  tin* brink of a vas t perpendicu­
lar sided pit, a t  tin* bottom of which 
lies a motionless pool of yellowish w a­
tt r. The sense of deadly stillness and 
desolation is undisturbed by any indi­
cation of lift*. The almost vertical 
walls iii'ii devoid of even a vestige of
plan t ctvali >n; not a bird wings its way 
through the air. tin* surface  of the pool 
is without a ripple, aial e v e n  the h u ­
man voiei* sounds strange* and Incon­
gruous. Suddenly tla* silence is b ro­
ken by a great and s ta r t l ing  under­
ground rumbling, and a huge column 
*tl' a dark  colored liquid is thrown to a 
vast height from a spot near tin* center 
of tin* lake. The column ordinarily 
rises; to a height varying from ”50 to 
boo feet, vlmiwt inslanlly  a vast, cloud 
of v apor is evolved which surrounds the 
column a ini ri-sA to an immense height.
A tlioi*.-, and feet below the lip is the 
lake or pii d. along tin* shores of which 
it is [ n o ‘A ary  to move about with care 
be -ansi* of numerous concealed holes 
tilled with a slimy substance, consist­
ing mainly o f sulphate of ’dine with a 
large excess of sulphuric acid. This 
hardens in a few moments when ex­
posed to the air, an 1 consequently 
the pits are  covered with slight shells 
tha t  render it almost impossible to d is­
tinguish but ween them and solid 
ground. I f  a foot goes through this 
thin  c rus t  it will la* found th a t  in a 
few days the sltoe will be destroyed, as 
the scams cannot resist the acid action. 
The lake at closer view is discovered to 
be covered with c louds of vapor and  it 
is impossible to see* for any distance. 
Among other gases, su lphur  dioxide is 
present iu considerable? quantities,  and 
a t  times tin* smell becomes ulmost u n ­
bearable.
At close range the w ate r  is grayish 
in color, and it is so acid tixit it almost 
burns  the* tongue when tasted. Any 
dark  d o th  moistened with the liquid in­
s tan tly  becomes red and Is ultim ately  
destroyed. The ten ipera tu ra  a t  the 
shore*, while varying considerably, 
ranges around 115 degree's F. During 
om* of tbe* gre'a1e*st eruptions know n a 
tremendous column of dark  liquid rose 
to gti es timated hc ;ght of ‘J.bOO fee*t and 
was about fine) feet in diameter.  The 
waves produced on tbe* lake* by such an  
outburst ar** formidable*, and long a f te r  
lie* eruption hns ce*as<*el tlm whole c ra ­
ter is tilled witli the roar  of the troubled 
waters.-  Chicago News.
SIBERIAN HOSPITALITY.
P O I N T E D  P A R A G R A P H S .
I lnn ill ln jr  F a c t * .
The lady’ witness bad become quite 
plcturesepu* in her testimony, and the 
at to rney  had called her down in a way 
th a t  lmd made her mad all ove r. “Con­
fine yourself to facts if you please, 
m adam ,” he* said in conclusion ’Very 
well,” she* replied lartly. “ You are no 
gentleman. How does tha t  str ike you?” 
-  Loudon 'nt-Rits .
T l i f  ll«*l«I.r o f  I j i i l i iru iH  i'
“Are you capable* of 
self sacrifice an 1 pers. 
in your determination
“ Yes,” answered the* 
eonscieadiouslv say I am. I once* 
©red a meerschaum pipe*.’’ Exchnu
•oh
Tlit* t nklndcM t Cut.
Ms it true* that your fa ther  is so 
angry  with you tha t  be even ivfuses 
to speak to you?”
“ Why, he won’t recognize* uie* at all. 
He Is so angry  tha t the* last time we* 
met he even ent my allowance.” B al­
timore American.
H er V c m l o n  o f  If.
“Rut d idn ’t you promise when we* 
we*rc married th a t  I should smoke* In 
Hie bouse whenevwr I pleasesl?"
“ Yes. but you never please by sm ok­
ing in the house*. You d isp lea se -m e ."
l*i it («■*.
Individual plait s for table use were 
unknown to the' ancients, who held 
their  meat in timir hands or employeel 
the flat wheaten cakes then made on 
which to holei ilwir victuals. They are 
first, mentioneel iu A. Ih d(K( as uses! oy 
the* luxurious on tin* continent, ami in 
the ninth century  the*y had come into 
common use both in England  aim m 
the continent. Th**y wen* nnulo f 
wood or some* kind e»f carthenwaro, ti.e 
fetnner m ateria l being preferred  be­
cause it did not dull the knives.
Tin* N atu re,alia.
The sa tu rna lia  was a m idw in ter  
feast. e>f the* Homans in honor of S a t­
urn, beginning on Deo. 17. On this oc­
casion givat li< e*nse was givt'ii to eve*ry 
erne* to do what he* pleased, and even 
the* slav e's were permit te<l much liberty 
of speech and action. All work was 
suspended, the* houses and temple's 
were* eleeorateel, congratlllatieins were 
exchanged and presents sent as with 
us at ( 'hristjnas.
(* 11 d u r :: i y Toil.
ma 1 d i .cn : r ct B e t te r  He Carefu l.
to ace.,; i; wsh A sporting  paper recommends a eer
ollf to do';' in fain way of avoiding tin* bites >f a
es advice. 'loLT, however sa x a ge. A 11 one ha S to
youth, J can do is to stand perfectly still and hold
oin*'< hand out. Tin* dog, says the 
writer, will take* the* haml into hi* 
iikiii' I i, but will not bite it. But what 
guaran tee  have* we* that the* dug knows 
th is? 1 .omIon 01<>1 >e.
What is a vien of age* in evthers is, 
of e olir.se', a sign of sense in you.
Some* people* think the*y have done 
the'ir duty if they e*xpivss a willingness 
to elo it.
Some people in time grew  alm ost fa ­
mous for hearing of things th a t  never 
happened.
The* uveuMge man will s tand  without 
hitcliing a gn-at eleal be t te r  than  if he 
is tieel 1o a pole*.
There is one* thing s u r e - in a home 
xv 11ere there is alw ays enough cooked 
for e-ompany they a lw ays have It.
How ‘-evero a young man is w ith  the 
love affairs of a widower, and how se 
verc i'u elderly man is with the lore 
affairs of a young tVilow!
The* j e * a lossy of the ehilelreu when 
mother cuts the pie isn’t any th ing  com­
pares! with tha t  the'.v feed in la ter  years  
when fa ther  uivide*s it. — Atchison
Globe*.
One W n y  to  O ct  a  I’ t*rnlnn C a r p e t .
A woman who accompanied her hus­
band i j> the* Khyber pass in A fghan­
istan tells how she s a w ’a fine Persian  
carpet and eovete*el it. An a s s is ta n t  to 
their host. went, out ami re tu rn ing  said: 
“My head man says the ow ner of the 
carpet is a wicked old man, who will 
not sell his ca rpet  at  any price, bu t  he 
lias gone* for tin* night te> sleep in a l it­
tle village close by, which is beyond 
British boumiary. l i e  w an ts  to know 
if he shall m ake a hole in the wall of 
tin* mud hu t and steal it  while the old 
sinner sleeps, .shall lie walk  in a t  once 
and kdi him and  take it? H e  will do 
whichever rnemisahib likes.” Mem- 
sahib, howewer, discovered th a t  she 
could live without the ca rpe t  a f te r  all.
\  C h n rm ln cr V is it ,  W it h  •  S o m e w h a t 
T e r r i f y i n g  C lim a x .
Detained a t  the Siberian village of 
Krivochokovo, M. Jules Legras re- 
meinbered th a t  he had a letter to a 
notable of the place and hastened to 
present it. M. Gautier in his book on 
Russia describes in M. Legras’ own 
words tlx? cordial hospitality with 
which he was reodved and also tells 
of the difficulty which concluded bis 
charm ing  visit.
“They had detained me till 10 o’clock 
in the evening,” he writes, “hy repeat­
ing, ‘Why lire you in a h u r ry ? ’ and 1 
was on the point of making my depar­
ture when I beard the mistress of the 
house say in a low voice to her hus­
band, ‘Shall I send for the carriage?’ 
To which Iu* replied, ‘No.’ At this word 
a shiver passed over mo. Doubtless 
tiiis host, who had m ade me send away 
the coachman, w as unaware of what 
his refusal meant, else he would have 
said to me, ‘Here is a sofa; sleep here.’
“ My situation was perilous, but what 
could ! do? At the end of a few mo­
ments I rose to take  my leave, and, 
having asked if I could get a cab, was 
met with the reply th u t at tills hour 
none could lx* obtained.
“ Krivochokovo is c. village whose 
population -onstitutes the very flotsam 
and  je tsam  of Siberian civilization. 
The village has neither  streets nor 
lights nor police. It is considered a 
cutthroat spot, where honest people 
shut themselves tight at night.
“I had neither stick nor revolver, and 
I had on me a large su n  of money. 
Finally, I was ignorant of the exact 
position of my inn, situated over a 
mile away. First of all, dogs threw 
themselves upon me. I shook them off 
and started as best I could.
"The night was inky black. Amid 
the ir regu la r  clusters of houses there 
was no regu la r  street by which to 
guide myself. As I hesitated I heard a 
‘Who is that.?’ It was a watchman of 
a pile of wood who hailed me. He di­
rected me, and, giving me a large 
branch that would do as a stick, he 
said: ‘You are wrong, barine, to go 
about this way without a revolver. 
The place is not safe. May God pro­
tect you!’
“As I approached another cluster of 
houses a watchman sounded bis rattle 
menacingly and dogs flew at me sav­
agely. When this watchman approach­
ed I induced him to accompany me. 
He informed me that the evening be­
fore a traveler who was staying at my 
hotel, having started early to catch a 
train, had been assassinated about ten 
paces from there. Finally we reached 
the inn. It took a long time to make 
them open the door, but I finally got in­
side and reached my room, trembling 
with fever and fatigue, and fell down 
helplessly, only conscious of having 
passed an hour and a half whose re­
membrance will remain with me long. 
As for my so amiable host, whose hos­
pitality might have cost me my fife, be 
will doubtless never know of th is’ad­
venture.”
Iloltln  ll«*<ll>reaH(.
The country people of England, as 
well us of so*, oral other countries, have 
an idea tha t  the rod of the robin’s 
licoast was caused by a drop of blood 
which fell upon it a t  the crucifixion. 
According to tin* story, the robin, com­
miserating the condition of Ghrist, tri<*d 
1o pluck the crown of thorns from his 
brow, and, in doing so, got its b reas t  
wet with tin* blood flowing from the 
wounds. Tin* eolor became permanent, 
being transm it ted from generation to 
g e n e -at ion, and tints, according to the 
legei d, the robin is u perpetual re­
minder of the sufferings of Christ,
I ) i ( f e r i ' i i r c < t  o f  O p i n i o n .
“ Women are hard to understand,* 
said the callow ph hosopl c T.
“ Not at all," answered Mr. Meekton. 
‘TIenrietia  has m \ er yet •<[..<K<■ j.* her 
mind to me without making herself 
perfectly clear.'  Washington Star.
S n  u h b i M l i  n c H N  I n  l l o * * .
A dog fancier once took exception to 
Professor Huxley's assertion tha t  “one 
of the m od  curious peculiarities of the 
dog mind was its inherent snobbish­
ness, s)i iwn by the regard paid to ex ­
ternal respectability. The dog who 
barks furiously at a beggar will let a 
1( •■-sc. 1 man pass him without op-
t f ie c d o ila .
Maoedonia, the land of the tbret 
streams, Vardar, Struma and Viatritsa, 
is hemmed in hy lofty mountains, of 
which the best known or the highest 
are Olympus, Shardagh and Rhodope, 
the last named rising to between 8,000 
and 9,000 feet above the level of the 
sea. It is among the most picturesque 
countries of Europe, abounding in mag­
nificent forests, which climb hills, 
fringe rivers and cover islands; in wild 
mountain scenes, wonderful waterfalls, 
silent, sailless lakes—an appropriate 
setting for gems of emerald Islets, deep 
gorges, dizzy mountain paths, smiling 
plaina an.1 desolate passes, which ought 
to prove an Irresistible attraction to 
the traveler who regards genbine d in ­
ger and real discomfort as the appro­
priate condiment of pleasure.
T h e  S h n v ln g  B r a s h .
It is likely that the best shaving 
brush ever made sheds more or less 
hairs. To prevent this take an elastic 
band, neither too heavy nor too light; 
cut it once (not in two), and, holding 
one end firmly on the handle, Wind the 
rubber around the bristles as close up 
to the handle as you can, stretching* 
taut as you wind. When you come to 
the end tie a simple Cat knot (not e 
granny knot! or else laie the end. By 
careful winding a very neat job can 
be done, and the bristles can be worn 
down to the socket without losing a 
hair. ,
A W o r k  o f  A rt .
Miss Knox There goes Bess Mugley. 
Miss Bright--Yes, she p layed tbe  p a r t  
of the heroine in the p r iv a te  thea tr ica ls  
a t  the church. Miss K nox—Gracious 1 
Did she huve the  face to play  the  hero­
ine? Miss B righ t—No, bu t tbe  cos­
tum er  fixed oue up tor her.—Philadel­
phia Press.
O b e d ie n t .
“ Now, T om m y,” suid the m other  of a  
small boy as she paused in the  disci­
p linary slipper exercise, “ w ha t  m ade 
you ea t  the whole of th a t  pie?”
“ ’C cause ,” sobbed Tommy, “you 
t-told me 1<> n never do t-things by 
h-haives.”—Ghieago News.
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I have iilso seen thu world and af te r  
lo»g experienew have discovered that 
ennui is our g rea tes t  enemy and rem u­
nerative labor our most lasting  friend. 
- Ju s tu s  Moser.
C iv r-  liiiic.
F a n n e r  Dyer I low mueli milk does 
your cow give? F a n n e r  Myer She 
never gives any You got to take it.
You muv • -. hot it is ice
!’ i!: on it and
A'l’i 'c h )>'■•*vit
ilS
.t k : :d limit the moat
ite
Site Got t h e  B l e M i a g .
“T h a t  young groom,” said the minis­
te r  a f te r  tin* ceremony, “gave me a fif­
ty  dollar fee. W hat a blessing!”
“Yes,” said his wife, with her hand 
out, “it Is more blessed to give than to 
receive.”- Exchange.
S t r n  n i t e r * .
Mrs. de Fashion (at a children’s p a r ­
ty)—Marie! Nnrseg'rl — Yes-, m a’am. 
Mrs. de I ’a -liion I t ’s t ime for n« to go 
home. Which of these children i* mine? 
— Home Chat. *
N ature  is an ;e#liun harp, a uiusiea* 
instrum ent whose t*nes a re  fhe re­
echo ef higher str ings w ith ia  us.— 
Novolis.
Th<i Aroostook Tim «® Frldayi January l & ,  l&OQ,
A Fresno Frshem an.
C o n t i n u e d  i A o m  t a g e  1 .
The rest of the day was monotonous­
ly delightful to the partisans of the 
Los Angeles school. The new-found 
tthlete was drunk with the joy of his 
vindication. He was invincible. Those 
who had come to the field day contest 
through a sense of loyal du ty  stayed 
for the final event, for the very sweet 
neat of teeing the home team win. 
Girls who had laughed at the awkward 
ltd  when he had first stumbled into 
college wept hysterically in mingled 
joy and ahame. Such a revival of col­
lege spirit had never before swept the 
institution, and, when it was all over, 
when the vanquished Judson had 
shaken hands heartily with his lusty 
and victorious opponent, who was ap­
parently as fresh as when he began, 
and when the Pomona men had gone 
home, crestfallen and chagrined, an 
impromptu meeting was held on the 
campus. Faculty and students joined 
in a mad frolic of rejoicing. Dignity 
trae thrown to the winds.
Blogga made a speech. This was 
almost ae wonderful a performance as 
that of the Fresno freshman, and Hal 
took it down verbatim, as follows:—
“ Folks, Tm a college man, but not 
weed to the brains end of it 1 never 
made a speech before, but I want to 
tell you this has oeen the biggest lark 
I Was ever mixed up in. I wouldn't 
have missed it for all my western trip 
cost me, end, if any of you mentions 
pay to me, I’ll ask you to put on the 
mittens with me— that’s me ! I guess 
yaa’re all feeln* well en ugh to admit 
that the best of the juke ain’t on Po- 
moor. You’re 1’. Tins t^hamblin# 
tub comes down lure from Fiesno 
to go to school You folks couldn’t 
•ee nothing but his poor cloth s. When 
1 was going over this bop* less bund 
o f dubs for timber to fight Pomona 1 
discovered, by accident, that you have 
here among you the greatest piece o( 
h«rrr»n flerh it had ever been my privi­
lege to handle. 1 planned right away 
to thin Pomona for Mr Hall’s sake, 
tad  the rest of you for Fresno’s sake. 
d|ow  1 done it is too long a story 
Bot I  guess you people’s learned not 
the grade of the poultry by 
the hind of weather boardin’ on the 
ihiefcfo-house. And next year in Har 
vwd— 6  yea, he is, for I’ve got it all 
l ia d  with his mother, and it won’t 
OOit him ' any tuition, either,—well, 
y m ’l! hear from him. So long !”
The little man sprinted for sn ap- 
jmccching trolley. But the college 
ftigwd, though somewhat taken aback, 
« c c  too honectly happy to feel scolded ; 
•o i l  Cheered and waved until the car 
went around the curve in a triumphant 
if  dost.— Success.
A brand that is a brand 
Is a guarantee of excel­
lence. It stands for rep­
utation — quality — un- 
changeableneta. That 
means—
TWM 1» mow Catairh in this Mction 
than all other disea&ss 
1 th feticf, and until the last few 
WM supposed to be incurable, 
jtfv ca t many yean, doctors pro- 
" it •  local disease and prescrib- 
icmedies, and, by constantly 
to cure with local treatment, 
it incurable. Science has 
eafctrh to be a constitutional 
• id  therefore requires constitu- 
tfeetment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, 
tod by F. J. Cheney & Co., 
Ohio, is the only constitutional 
oh the market. It is taken intern- 
|%4oap  from 10 drops to a tea- 
It acts directly on the blood 
guild mucous surfaces of the system. 
T h if  offer one hundred dollars for any 
w as it foil# to cure. Send for circulars 
t o d  testimonials. Address F. J, Chen- 
tv ,  ToMo* Ohio. 8old by Driggists, 
*Tit. l i k e  Hall’s Family Pills for con-
It invigorates, strengths and builds 
wp. It keep# you in condition phvsi-
• i l ly ,  mentally 
w h it Hdlliatars 
w ill  do.
and morally. That’s 
Rocky Mountain Tea 
85 cents. Tea or Tablets, 
R ob’t  J .  Cochban .
HOUSEKEEPER W ANTED.
A piddle aged lady wanted to take 
shares of house and family. Apply to 
. A. N. INGRAHAM.
A t Mr*. Huggard’s cor. Maple and 
Hcrth St. _______
Book Agents Wanted.
Good positions and good salary offered 
to hustling book agents. Address, 
ANNIE BARTON, Millinocket, Me.
C .a G R f i r i T ,
A G E N T
Soger Swing Machine
Machines sold on installments. 
O l d  machines taken in part pay­
ment. General repairing done. 
Repairs always on hand.
po G R E E N  St.
Some grocers have a 
way of buying flour 
from different mills and 
stenciling on some pretty 
name of their own.
GOOD for OLD and YOUNG




c i i l d i i  ii h e a l t h y  a d d
wtvil- 'biv bait; , 
mi ire th< v 1 a. h oil in
rlea.-.e give it to
A lm on H . F  oggCo.
Selling Agents at




Plain and Ornamental 
Painting and Paper Hanging
Shop 64 High Street.
Telephone No. 55-3
I raT hersey,
Attorney & Counselor at Law
and
NOTARY PUBLIC*
Office: S incock  Block
Jtaaldenoe, N o. 3 W in ter St. 
HOULTON, M A IN E .
J3BTWH1 Practice in all the Courts in the State.
August Flower ki<q>r, tl 
s t ro n g —
Full of vigor and f mli.- t 
So w h e n  M amma tin-cl 
high  glee,
And shout to the druggist
me
Inability to jift-t up brisk nib fresh in 
the morning, lack of appetite, pallor,
nimbly complexion ami poor spirits...
these all indie.do a <lw>nly a l stomaeh 
ami bad digestion - 1n a< lu l ls ; nd cbikltvn, 
too. They also In a n t e  the urgent need 
of tak ing  Green's August blower regu­
larly for a few days.
I t ’s a reliable old remedy for all stomach 
troubles, never fails to cure indigestion, 
dyspepsia ami chronic constipation, and 
is a natural tonic for body ami mind. 11 
Two sizes, 25c and ^50. All druggists.






N s x t  D o ob  to P ost  O j p p ic e .
§000 TelegraphersNEEDED.
W . J . PORTER,
MONTICELliO, H E .,
------ DBALBB IN------
HAY, OATS, POTOTAES 
BUTTER. BEEF. Etc.
H. DRUMMOND FOSS
Attorney and Coonselor at Law.
Prompt Attention Given to Collecting. 
Office Hours 8 to (2 : I to 5. 
Telephone 2—2.
OFFICE, French’s block, corner 
Main and Mechahic Sts.
A t Mars Hill Office Wednesday 
and Thursday of each week.
Ernest E. Noble
Attorney at Law
Prompt Collecting a Specialty.
120 Exchange St. . - Portland Me.
Annually, to till the new ix>sitions created by 
Railroad and Telegraph Companies. We 
want YOU.NO MEN and LA ; )J ES of good 
habits, to
LEARN TELEGRAPHY
&.nd R. R. ACCOUNTING.
We furnish 75 percent, of the Operator 
and Station Agents in America. Our six 
schools are the largest exclusive Telegrenh 
Schools in the world. Established 20 »ears 
and endorsed by all le 'ding Railway officials.
We execute a $250 Bond to every student 
to furnish him or her a imsition paying from 
$40 to $60 a month in States east of the Rocky 
Mountains, or from $75 to$l(X)u month in 
States west of the Rockies, immediately upon 
graduation.
Students am enter at anytime. No vaca­
tions. For full particulars regarding any of 
our Schools write direct to our executive ollice 
at Cincinnati, O. Catalogue free.
Veterinary Surgeon
Horace B F. Jervis,
V . 8 .
(Graduate of Ontario Veterinary
College, Toronto.)
Diseases of) Domesticated Animals treated 
scientifically. Dental work a specialty- Calls 
night and day promptly attended to.
OFFICE : ATHERTON BLOCK,
H o u l t o n , - - M a i n e .




Kmbalmers and Funeral Director.
Opera House Block,
17 Court St. Hour,t o n , m a i .v k .






Buffalo, N. Y. 
LaC rosse ,  Wis.
S an  Francisco, Cal.
Li. W. Dyei*,
S I N C O C K i B L O C K
- D E A L E R  IX-
Meats, Groceries, Fruit 
Confectionery, 
Crockery, Etc.
MAIN ST. HOULTON, ME
Drill Wells Tor your neighbors.
We can start you in a paying business on 
small capital. Machines easy and simple to 
operate. Write for free illustrated catalogue 
and full information.
Star Drilling Machine Co.
Office : ioqFulton .St., N. Y .
PATENTS
P R O C U R E D  A N D  D E F E N D E D . Sfnd model, 
drawing orpnoto. for expert Hcaroh ana free rej>ort. I 
Fret advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks,
M ONEY-M AKING FARMS
In Maine. Send for our Catalogue of Real 
Bargains. Good faams at all prices from $400 
to $10,000. E. A. MERRIMAN,
Beal Estate Agent, Madison, Me.
copyright*, etc., |N , A L L  C O U N T R IE S .
Business direct w ith  W ashington saves time, I 
money and  often the pa ten t.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Writ* or como to ui at
023 Klnth Btrwt. opp. United State* Patent Offlet, 
W A S H IN G T O N , D. C .
THE NEW WAY TO CURE DYSPEPSIA
PEPSO ID S DESTROY DISEASE GER M S O F T H E  S T O M A C H . TRY A B O T T L E -F R E E .
Pepsoids cure the  worst forms of Dys- quantity  of the purest Pepsin and other ex- or woman now has the opportunity of 
pepsia ami all o ther  Acute^ or Chronic pensive drugs each tablet contains, (see possessing a strong and health y stom- 
Stomacli Disorders by repairing the worn- formula on bottle.) Pepsok s are sold at 50 ach. W ill you grasp it? People with 
out l ining of the  stomach and destroys cents a bottle 011 an absolu* e guarantee to w eak stom achs are always in misery, 
all disease germs. Dyspepsia once cured cure, or money refunded. W e will send Pepsoids have made thousands of people 
in this  way never returns. Pepsoids is you, if you have not used Pepsoids before, happy by g iv in g  them  what nature ln- 
not a pa ten t  medicine, but the successful a 50 cent bottle FR K E; merely send us tended everyone should possess—a strong 
prescription of I)r. Oidman who has your name and address, and you w ill re- and healthy stom ach, so as to enjoy the 
cured thousands of cases of Chronic ceive promptly a full sized bottle. Y o u  do best there xs in life. Try Pepsoids to-day, 
Stomach Troubles, am ong them Cancer not obligate yourself to pay a cent. A ll we price on ly 50 cents a bottle at drag Store, 
of th e  Stomach. Jt cost more money to ask after Pepsoids have cured or grea tly  O ryo u  may have a fu ll sized bottleiree by 
produce Pepsoids than any similar prepa- benefitted you is, tha t  you recom m end w riting the Medical Department of The 
ration on the m arket,  owing to the  large Pepsoids to your friends. Every man V io Chem ical Co., Chicago, I1L $
S o ld  and r e c o m m e n d e d  by ROBT. J. COCHRAN, Houlton, KINCAID &. WILSON, Mars Hill, •
Dost, pure, clean, 
sound Winter wheat 




Will You Buy a Farm?
We have a special trade on a farm of 120 
acres, 50 cleared, balance good wood land, 
house 22 bv 50, finished in hard wood, barn 
56 by 80, with stone keement, buildings in­
sured for $2,000 for 5 years, only J miles from 
(’arilxni on a good road, 200 fruit trees. Will 
sell farm, all farm machinery, 2 .horses 
cattle, 20 tons hay, 50 bu. oats, 10 bbl., 
seed jtotatoes, and house furnishings lor $50o<
No. 60. Lot of 150 acres, 100 acres cleared, 
situated 4 miles fiom Fort Fairfield. 1-2 mile 
from siding on C. P. R., ui easy road, 20 
acres ploughed for potatoes, 22 acres for grain, 
good house with 7 rooms finished, bam 4ox0o, 
grainery 20x10, water piped to house and 
barn, this farm is a bargain at $ 7,000, but on 
account of jHxor health of owner will be sold 
at the sacrifice price of $5,500.
No. 40. 55 acres land birch and maple
growth, free from rocks, 55 acres clean 
house 22x20, with good stone cellar, *d 1 16x1 
all finished, barn 40x40, on msy road and in 
as good a neighliorhood as can he found, on 
5 miles from Caribou on ft. F. In, extra good 
well, can tie bought for .f 5,000, which is but 
little more than the buildings are worth. If 
you are to buy a farm write us or call at our 
office as we have many other farnn to soli, 
and can give you a place at a right price.
F. J. Laffaty St Co.
Real Estate Agency. 
Caribou, Me*
The greatest bread, 
biscuit, cake and 
pastry-maker ever 
milled.
JOHN WATSON CO., Millers Agents Houlton, Me.
A pc^ tive CATARRH
Ely’s Cream Balm
is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
j t cleanses, soothes 
heals and protects 
the diseased mem­
brane. It cures Ca- 
f arrh and d r i v e s  
away a Cold in the 
Head quickly. l U R V  
tdores the Senses of •
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drug­
gists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
( r a w f o r d
\ * ^ ( o o k i n g - l ^ n g e s
have more improvements than all other ranges 
combined.
Single Damper (patented); worth the price 
of the range. Saves fuel— saves worry.
Cup-Joint Oven Flues ; never leak. Insure bet­
ter baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented); makes a 
better fire— one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A  supplementary gas range.
Our N ew  Plain Designs— less nickel ornamenta­
tion— are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
clean.





The State of Maine Cream Separator
The Close Skimming, easy 
running, easy to clean, 
durable.






Avoid a cheap Separatoi1 as you 
would a twenty five dollar horse. 
Agents wanted in uncovered territory
The International Red 
Cross Cream Separator Co.
I O C S  M l c l t l l ©  « t . ,  I ’ o r t l o n t l ,
W R ITE US OR COME IN.
m Ufa \  l i f i c
ill /U U '
i
L v. ney s
;!.1( kef 
— bu t
No cocoa equals 
in si rr r t f / / / .  Some arc 
—  colored cheiuic,.!'' 
inferior in rea l stren-ti..
I,owner’s C o c o a  ii not 
loaded with ground cocor- 
.shells, flour, stanch, or other 
adulterants.
It consists of nothing bed 
the choicest cocoa beans 
ground to Hour fineness.
The result is the most deli­
cious, purest and finest fla­
vored cocoa possible.
Such cocoa as Lowney’s, if 
made abroad and duties paid, 
would cost double the Lowney 
price.
The Walter M. Lowney Co.,
BOSTON.
The Seavey Shop
is equipped with the most 
modern machinery, operated 
by skilled workmen with 
ample experience. Private 
and public library work, 
school and college binding 
and repairing. Pamphlet and 
Edition work done in a most 
satisfactory manner, and at 
moderate prices. Rich bind­
ings in Full Leather, half or 
three-quarters Leather V el­
lum, etc., done in a manner 











Headquarters for Boarding, Bait­
ing, and Stabling. Livery and 
Sale Stable in connection.
Capacity over sixty good stalls 
including roomy box stalls, with 
ample carriage room. The best 
care taken day and night.
Prices moderate. ’Phone 3-11.
CHAS. A. ATHERTON, 
Proprietor.
l r  a  c k i n u i &ILAolN UW(5.
Aroostook Times 1 year S i in advance.
David Page Perkins
Merchandise Broker and 
Commission merchant.
Abo I.t ■ M I! KIt nf n'l kinds, b.fili long and 
si 1011. 1 1 i;i A■ 1 >ir[sir! 1 ih 11! n ,>!*-rnted by
Win. H. W A L K E R .
Market quotations given on request. 1 
(.'onvspondiMH** solieibsl. 
WANTED POTATOES IN CAR LOTS. 
243 Commercial St., PORTLAND, ME. '
Anyone tending a tketch and description may 
•lnfckly aaccrtaia oar opinion fr te  whether a*
invention la probably patentable. Commanlca* 
ti.oi8«tri«tly oonftdentfnl. HANDBOOK on P aten ts 
sent free. Oldeft naency for aecunng patent*.
Patent* taken tfaanuKh Muim & Co. recall 
special notice, without ekarge, In the
Scientific American.
A handsomely lltmitrated weekly. Largest dr- 
cuiatton of any sclenttOo loernal. Term a, f3 a 
year; four mout h*, f  L told by all newsdealer*.
MSjlN jfCo.wi»«*w.|iiew York
Branch Ottos. 636 F BU Washington. D. C.
Ii Keeps the Feet W arm and Dry.
Ask today for Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder. 
It cures Chilblains, Swollen, Sweating, Sore. 
Aching, Damp feet. At all Druggists and 
Shoe Stores, 25c.
> j
